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TESTIMONY TAKEN

The subject to be taken up is the anti- exchange pass agreements That it will
be reaffirmed Tor another year is doubt- fui.v

Anthracite Commission Hearing
President of Miners.
WAS

MURDERER

ELECTROCUTED

Wabash Railway Offers Increase of
n

Testo

Employes.

-

Cose Continued.
Cambridge, Not. 18. The ' case of
George L. O. Perry, the young negro
charged with the murder of Miss Clra
A. "Morton In Waverly, November 1,
was today continued until February 16
next. The date was fixed by agreement
between counsel.

j

Bank Robbed. '

Siour City, Iowa, Nov. 18. Robbers
cracked the safe It the Farmers' and
Merchants' Trust bank at Arthur today
and secured $2,300 in cash.
no clue.

BIS

rRCREASE

IN

TRAFFIC

RAILROAD

.v

;,..

There is

C

S. W. Young, of Bland, is again in

the city on district court matters.
Scranton, Nov. J 8. Another large
crowd was in atendance today when
the arbitration commission began its
fourth day's sitting. Mitchell, who has
been on the stand since last Friday,
took his place in the witness box and
his cross examination by Wayne
for the Erie company resumed.
It was the general opinion of the at
torneys today that some arrangement
will have to be made to shorten the inquiry. At the rate of progress that is
now being made it will take many
weeks to hear both sides tothe controversy. If counsel takes no action it
is likely the commission will suggest
that something be done. The commissioners recognize that President Mitchell is the most important witness the
miners have and they are loath to have
matters hurried while lie is on the
Being president of the union
stand.
his opinions are looked upon as official
and also as reflecting the policy of the
organization.
i
MacVeagh, in resuming cross examination, said he would be glad to get
an expression as to the influence of
acts of violence in the temper and disposition of the union men said to have
Witness said - he
committed them.
would not assume the report of acts of
violence are true.
"If," said he, "Forest City, which
had been referred to. would, be an ex- anipTCTlf all the cities and towns in the
smthracite region, it would indicate
religthat we were a very
ious people."
"The question," MacVeagh said, "is
whether or not you have taken proper
methods to prevent the repetition of
violent acts when they have occurred."
He did not care, he said, by whom
these were committed. "What I am
trying to show," continued MacVeagh,
"is that there is a growing spirit of
violence and disregard of law in its
organization and that your influence
over them Is insufficient to keep them
law abiding and peaceable as you de
sire them to be."
Under this arraignment of the union,
Mitchell retained complete composure.
The question was met with a ready response.
"The fear that my Influence," said
he, "is not sufficient to deter men from
commission of crime, is a contradic
tion of i..e claims often made about
me."
The cross examiner and the witness
then plunged into a spirited colloquy
over the question whether one man
has the right to prevent another man
from Eelljng his labor.
The best answer MacVeagh could
lraw from the miners' chief was that
he did not approve of anyone committing an unlawful act.
Mac-Veag- h

ELECTROCUTED.
Execution

of a Murderer

In

a New

York State Prison.
Auburn, N. Y., Nov. 18. John Truck
was put to death In the electric chair
in the state prison Jiero. today for the
murder of Frank W. Miller at Virgil.
Cortland county, March 14, 1899. Truck
met his fate calmly and five minutes
after the witnesses assembled in the
death chamber he was pronounced
dead. The motive for the murder of
Miller waa robbery. Truck first crushed in the skull of his victim and then
set fire to the house, thinking thus to
destroy evidence of the crime. The
body waa recovered and the crime
traced to Truck, who bad a criminal
record. He was also suspected of other
crimes in" Cortland county, including
one, if not two, murders.
Offer Increased Wages.
Springfield, 111., Nov. 18. President
Ramsay, of the Wabash railway, today
offered an increase of 2 cents an hour
to all employes receiving less than 30
cents per hour. Those receiving over
30 cents are to be advanced 1 cent.
Helpers are advanced V4 cent. The
strikers have not yet taken action.

Pass Agreement Expected.
iov. 18. It is understood
that the committee appointed at the
meeting of western railroads held for
the consideration of the pass agreement, to confer with the presidents of
the Trunk Lice association roads, are
to have an opportunity to do so today.
New York,
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Unprecedented Earnings Predicted.
Chicago, Nov. 18. It is the opinion
of officials connected with leading railroads that befdre next spring some of
the western roads will have recorded
the largest earnings In their history.
Some traffic men say that the November reports will negin to show great
strides in this direction. They assert
the utmost faith In the indications
which point to a tremendous volume of
traffic through the winter.
CITY

COUNCIL

and will continue Its sessions through
visitors who give new life to the curio
tomorrow. The attendance Is repre
business. Thegreatest surprise was
sentative of nearly the' entire state.
waiting for me when I returned and
Several government good road experts
found the store here a regular Paraare present and their talks and prac
dise. The boya were busy during my
Will End His Bear tical demonstrations are expected to
He Will Make a Tour of the absence and new shelving was placed President
give the good roads movement In Kenfor the pottery, blankets rearranged
place
tucky
a decided impetus.
whole
in
and
fact
remodeled
the
Hunt.
"South.
and decorated. I read In The Citizen
Death of a Young Lady. '
about the prince visiting our store and
Margaret Hogan, the
am not surprised that he found so
IN
HELENA daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Hogan,
FIRE
DENYER ALDERMEN UNDER ARREST many Interesting sights."
DESTRUCTIVE
died this morning of heart failure at
Mr. McGaffey stated that the trip
the home on South Broadway, v Mr.
aside from being a success from a
Hogan, father of the young lady. Is a
Death of Aged and Learned Bishop business standpoint, had benefitted his One of Kentucky Convicts Confesses machinist, having come to Albuquerque
wife's health very much.
with his family from Chicago about
of Mississippi.
Conspiracy to Kill Goebel. V two years ago. A wife of the death
Illinois Foresters.
Peoria, Nov. 18. The high court conhas been sent to the relatives In Chi
vention of the Independent Order of
cago and arrangements will be made
ACTIVE BOSTON WOOL MARKET
Forestc.s i.cron In Peoria today with KENTUCKY GOOD ROADS CONVENTION for the funeral as soon as an answer
nearly every local court of the order
is received.,, , .
luroughcut the ntate represented. In
waa
18.
Nov.18.
Thia
Edward Kaufnian, who will be reKnoxvllle, Nov.
Smedes, Miss.,
It Is announced addition to the regular delegates Dr.
that on his return trip from Memphis, Oronhyotekna, of Toronto, supreme the last of the president's hunting ex membered as the southeastern agent
President Roosevelt, will take the chief ranger, and several other su pedition In Mississippi. A messenger fpr the W. J.'Lomp's Brewing associaSouthern railway dlreet to Washington preme officers are In attendance. Offi from camp this morning reported that tion of St Louis, a few years ago, is
and will make stops at Stevenson and cers' reports to bo presented to the the party got an early start. The returning to the. United States after a
Tuscumb'la, Ala., Chattanooga and convention show the order's affairs In weather conditions were better than recent trip to tjhe Philippines in the
Knoxvllle, Tenn., and - Ashvllle and this state to be In excellent condition. they have been on any day of the, hunt Interest of his association! He Is at
Monroe, N. C. This Will be the presiing. It was cool and cloudy and (he r resent visiting the principal cities of
dogs could work without distress. The Italy, and has sent to his old friend,
dent's second visit this year to Chattanooga, Knoxvllle and Asheville. He Is
party will break camp late this after- Oreste Baeheehi, some fancy postal
scheduled to reach Ashevlle on Thurs- Eiia Gradi and Miss Anita Palladino noon.
cards from Rome, Milan, Bologna,
day evening.
Florence and Verona, Italy. '
Will Be Married Tomorrow.
Fire.
Destructive
Frank Tomel and daughter, with L.
Helena, Mont., Nov. 18. Fire early
CONTEMPT OF COURT.
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
Gradl and Miss Totl, left last night for
today
threatened for an hour the com
marriage
present
at
the
El Paso to be
Denver Aldermen Arrested for Diso- of Ella Gradl and Miss Anita Palla plete destruction of East Helena. A
protect
beying District Court Injunction.
dino. The culmination of this happy fierce gale was blowing and to
Denver, Nov. 18. District Judge courtship, which ends In marriage, the residences and business portion Pensions Granted Territorial Funds- Mullins ordered the arrest of eleven will take place at the. Church of Im- - blankets were made Use of to prevent
aldermen who voted for the ordinance maculate Conception, El Paso, tomor the flying Are brands from Igniting.
.
School Reports.
granting a new franchise to the Den- row morning at 9 o'clock, after which With the assistance of a steamer from
ver City Tramway company, after they a reception will be tendered the happy Helena the fire was gotten under con'
'dehad been served with an injunction couple at the home of the bride's pa- trol after four buildings
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.
which forbade the passage of the ordi- rents, 912 Myrtle avenue, that city, stroyed. The loss was $100,000.
nance as drawn. The matter will be Mr. and Mrs. Gradl will then take a
brought to the attention of the court short trip to Chihuahua, Mexico, and
GOEBEL'S MURDER.
The following pensions have been
t
by attorneys for the Municipal League on their return come direct to this
granted: Original, Pridenclo Sanchez,
which secured an Injunction on the city, arriving here next Monday morn Youtzey Said to Have Confessed
Santa Fe, 86; increase, reissue, etc.,
Names Howard as Assassin.
representation that certain provisions ing. The groom is
Lorenzo Romero, La Cueva, $10.
of L.
brother
In the ordinance violate existing con- Gradl, the North Third street grocery
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 18. It Is gen
tramcity
and the
tracts between the
Territorial Funds.
merchant, and Is the manager of the erally believed that Henry Youtsey,
way company. The court fixed the bail W. J. Lemp beer business here. In ad- now serving a life sentence for alleged
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
at $1,000 for each alderman cited for vance. The Citizen extends its con participation in the conspiracy to as received from Hon. H. O. Bursum, sup
contempt and set the case for hearing cratulatlons.
sassinate Governor William Goebel, erintendent of the territorial pen I ten
on Thursday.
has made a confession. Warden' LU tr&ry. 11,120.10 to be credited to the
J
lard, of the penitentiary, Btrotly matnH Convicts earnings.
ALVArADO.'
AT
THE
AGED BISHOP DIES.
tains that no confession has been made
Superintendents Reports.
by. Youtzey to anyone, but admits. that
Bishop of Mississippi Diet from Cancer Pleasant Reception Held There by Mr.
Territorial Superintendent of In
In some manbeen
have
could
made
it
Mrs.
Night.
Last
Gibson
and
of the Throat
A very pleasant reception was given ner without his knowledge. A promi struction J. Franco. Chaves has thus
Jackson ,' Miss., Nov. 18. Bishop at the Alvarado last evening in honor nent state official asserts, however, far received only seven of the annual
Hugh Miller Thompson died this morn- of Mrs. Savage, of Chicago, and Miss that there Is not a bit of doubt of the reports of the county school superin
ing at 5 o'clock of cancer in the throat. Celia Gibson,
.
the charming daughter of confession and that it is a complete tendents,
Since his arrival here from New York Mr. and Mrs. E. J.. Gibson, of West document.
a week ago he had been sinking rapid Gold avenue. Mrs. Savage, who has
Designation of Agent.
The most sensational story told in
ly and made all preparations for the
company
. The Tipograflca Publishing
guest
with
connection
confession
been
Mrs.
Gib
is
the
of
cousin,
that
the
her
end that came peacefully and while son,
Youtzey Is quoted as saying that he designated Baton as its place of busito
past
month,
will
for
return
the
surrounded by his family and friends. Chicago tonight, accompanied by
Miss stood in the private office of Secretary ness In New Mexico and Manuel C.
Hw was born In Londonderry, Ireland,
of Raton, as its New Mexico
of State Caleb Powers, and pointed
la 1830, and came to America with his Celia Gibson.
agent.
Alout
spacious
William
Goebel
dining
The
to
room
man
who
of
the
the
parents when a child. He was admitted
to the ministry when 22 years old and varado was turned into a beautiful re fired the fatal shot from one of the
Land Office Business.
prominent pulpits, in ception room and dancing was the en- windows, and that he says that Jim
filled several
Homestead
Entries Samuel J. Cease
Chicago, New York and elsewhere. He joyable feature of the evening. The ex Howard, now under life sentence for of Cedar Hill, 39.99 acres, San Juan
quisite
was
filled
the
crime,
room
a
man
music
the
with
the
behind
the
was appointed bishop of the diocese of
county; Jose P. Lopez, La Baca, 160
feeling of gaity and mirth. Edward F. gun. He is said to have given even acres,
Mississippi in 1886.
.
San Juan county; Charles Gran
Bishop Thompson was a profound Thomas, the popular vocalist, delight the minutest detail of what occurred ville Coe, La Plata, 120 acres, San Juan
scholar and one of the most able minis ed the merry crowd with several fine in the room, for half an hour before county; Apolonlo Valencia, Gallsteo
selections.
the fatal shot was fired and who en 160 acres, Valencia county.
ters In the south.
The ladles present wene:? Meslames tered the room during that period. It
Macpherson, Kuhns, Savage, Gibson, is also alleged that Youtzey detailed
Boston Wool Market,
Surveying Contract Awarded.
Boston, Nov. 18. An active demand Carnes, McKinney, Klooz, Albright ins oyn actions Immediately afterward
Surveyor General Morgan ..Llewcontinues in the wool market here and Misses Hartman, Celia and Edna Gil- - in fleeing to the office of Governor Tay ellyn has awarded a contract to sur
In vey the Santa Teresa and Refugio
manufatturers are buying freely. The son, Braithwaite,' Claude Albright lor, and what was said and occurred
"
.
Estella Lewlnson Taylor's presence in that office.
prices are very firm with an upward Sadie Leivett,
Colony grants In Dona Ana county.
Another story told of the contents of and the San Miguel del Dado grant In
tendency. Fine staple territory wools Rams; Messrs. Edward Thomas, S
Lewlnson, A. Ilaum, Stanley II. Weld the confession Is that it, in one connec San Miguel county, to Deputy United
are very active with quotations at 55
John Gibson, A. tion or another, contains the names of States Surveyor Wendell V. Hall for
CO; strictly flue 5055; fine and fine Thomas Wllkerson,
McKinney,
Faber,
Mudge, Klooz, every member of the Kentucky admin the sum of $1,636.50. The contract has
medium 5053 and medium 4517.
Thomas Hughes, Jr., Adams, Fink, Dr. istration with a single exception and been approved by the Interior depart
Money Market.
Carnes and Robert Kuhns.
that the single official avoided rank-for- t ment. Mr. Hall will start with a corps
New York, Nov. 18. Money on call
during the days precedipi the of surveyors about December 1, and
nominal,
silver, 49 V.
Word comes from the sick chambeT murder. This story,' taken In connec- lutends to complete the work id about
of Dr. J. S. EaBtenluy ,that he Is much tion with the testimony of Former six weeks.
'
Railroad Accident.
Improved today; that 'he had a good State Treasurer Walter Day, is taken
Beaumont, Texas, Nov. 18. The night
last night and that his pulse is as an indication' that Youtzey called
Apple Growers Meet.
.
Southern Pacific fast passenger train
His attending physicians to on all the officials as he did on Day,
St. Louis, Nov. 18. As a result of
rtn into an open switch thirty miles normal.
west of Beaumont this morning. En- day say that the reports in circulation for a contribution to the fund he was the movement started last August the
gineer John Burts was probably fatal-l- yesterday that the doctor was in such accumulating to pay the assassin. first American Apple Growers' conand Conductor A. C. Mann seriously a condition that his life was despaired What success he had cannot be known gress began Its sessions here today.
While the until the confession becomes public.
Prominent growers front Illinois, Iowa,
injured. The name of the passengers of was an exaggeration.
How the confession or statement was Missouri, Arkansas, Virginia, Nebrasinjured are not obtainable. It is said doctor was an extremely sick man
his
very
and
is
ill.
are
friends
ad
still
secured is a much mooted matter here. ka, West Virginia, Alabama," New Mexthat none were killed.
vised that he is netting along nicely 'X hat there has been no promise of par ico and other states and territories
under the circumstances and It Is don is certain. There is a story that filled the assembly room of
Indiana School Superintendents.
the SouthIndianapolis, Ind., Nov. 18. Mem- hoped he will soon be up and around Mrs. Youtzey, wife of the prisoner, ad- ern hotel when the gathering was foramong
pa
and
Suformer
friends
his
City
School
bers of the Town and
vised it. It is certain that neither L. J. mally opened.
Permanent organizaperintendents association are gathered tients.
Crawford nor Major Nelson, his attor- tion was effected, after which the growhero for their annual meeting, which
All members of Harmony lodge No. neys, either advisod or had knowledge ers .listened to several papers on soils
will be in session at the state house 17, I. O. O. F., and all other Odd Fel of it.
and other topics of interest, followed
during the next two days. At the In- lows are roques'e-- to be present at
Another story is that the act was by general discussions. The sessions
itial session this evening needed our meeting tonlslit. Initiation and re- voluntary on the part of Youtzey and of the Congress are to continue three
school legislation and the best method freshments.
By order H. O. Strong, that even his wife knew uothing of it days. While the primary purpose of
of selecting teachers and determining noble grand.
O. S. Plllsbury, secre- until after it had been made, 'the al- the congress is to
devise schemes, if
their tenure of office are the two lead tary.
leged confession is said to be In the HOHslble to divert into the pockets of
ing subjects scheduled for consideraHon. Eugene A. Kiske, a well known lands of officials of the commonwealth. the growers a larger amount of the
tion.
attorney of Santa Fc, is here on some
money obtained by . the sale of the
Gardner vs. Irwin.
Important legal matters. He was a
fruit, there will also be discussions of
Back from California.
Oakland. Cel.. Nov.. 18. Billy Gard- topics relating to the care and cultivapleasant caller at The Citizen office
Manager A. U. McGaffey, of the Hyde
ner, who has recently arrived on the tion of apples, packing, etc. The atExploring Expedition, accompanied by this morning.
Mrs. O. W. Stiibbs. who was absent coast, is scheduled to clash with Toby tendance Is fully up to the expecta
li!s wife and son, Herbert, returned
bout before the tions of the promoters of the movefrom
the city the past few weeks, visit- Irwin in a fifteen-rounfrom a month's trip in California.
ing
Both ment and the congress promises to be
relatives
and friends In Salt Lake Reliance Athletic club tonight.
"I had a very successful trip," said
Utah, returned to the city last men appear to be in good condition of material benefit to those engaged in
Manager McGaffey to a Citizen report City,
night.
and an interesting fight is expected to the apple growing industry.
er today. "I have been placing goods
and daughter, Miss be the outcome.
Mrs.
E.
P.
Jones
with the wholesale dealers in many of C. F.
Excelsior lodge No. 1, Degree of
Jones, are in the city from Find-lay- ,
the towns between and including Los
Good Roads Convention. '
Honor, will meet in regular session
Ohio.
Angeles and San Francisco is booming.
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 18. The con tomorrow (Wednesday) night at 7:30.
Business is better than it has been for FOR 8A"LE A good gentle working vention of the Kentucky Good Roads' All members urgently
requested to be
many years and the tourists are flockhorse for sale cheap; must sell im- association, for which preparations present. Very important business to
ing int all parts of California in large
209
Yanow,
'for
South Second have been going forward
mediately.
several discuss; also nomination of officers.
numbers. The large part of them are
street.
months past, opened in this city today fcXta B. Allison, recorder.
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PRESIDENT

LASTJAY
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.

GRADI-PALLADIN-

,

The Milk Ordinance,

Creating

Office

of City Chemist, Presented.

had-bee-

SPECIAL

MEETING

TOMORROW

NIGHT.

The" city council, last alght, devotecN
another meeting to the important ques-

tion of milk inspection, which has been
occupying the close attention of the
aldermen for the past month.
City Attorney Stingle, chairman of
the committee appointed to prepare an
ordinance, creating the office of milk
inspector and regulating the duties ac
companying such an office, reported
that after meeting three times, the
committee had an ordinance ready to
submit.
The ordinance submitted showed
that the committee had considered all
the different departments of the office
of milk inspector thoroughly, and the
ground was covered completely. It
contains eighteen sections, and will be
considered and voted upon separately
After hearing the ordinance read it
was the pleasure of the council to postpone the consideration of the ordi
nance until a special meeting on Wednesday night.
The ordinance is very long, and cov
ers all the important points which are
necessary in considering a question of
this nature. The office of city chemist
at a salary of $250 per year, is the first
provision. This official is to be ap
pointed by the mayor and approved by
the council. The duty of the chemisf
will be to make weekly chemical and
bacteriological tests of all milk sold.
Further testa will be made if any of
the milk is found impure, the samples
are to be procured from the milk wa
gons by the city marshal.
The tuberculosis tests of cows whose
milk is sold in the city," and cows
herding with them, will be made yearly
by a veterinary surgeon under the su
pervision of ine city chemist.
There is a difference of opinion about
this provision and many arguments for
and against will be presented at the
next meeting. A monthly Inspection
of all premises where cows are kept
whose milk is sold in the city, shall be
mad; by the city marshal. A fee shall
be collected for the tubercular test, of
from DO cents to $1, according to the
number of cows kept by the person.
An annual fee for inspection of
dairies shall also be imposed ranging
from $15 to $ti0 as the number of cows
owned by the person varies from one
to fifty. Monthly written reports shall
be made by the city chemist, physician
and marshal, to the council, setting
forth the results of the tests and in- spectlons and shall turn over monthly
all collections.
Samples of all milk and cream sold
iu the city shall be furnished for in
spection.
The ordinance fixes the following
standard: No skim milk, nor milk and
its products which have been watered,
adulterated or contain preservatives
shall lie lawfully sold. All milk must
contain 12 per cent solids and cream
25 per cent solids.
Skimmed or wa
tered milk sold as such may be used
for Individual or family consumption.
It shall be unlawful to sell milk from
cows fed on garbage or refuse or cows
kept amid surroundings not wholesome
and healthful. No milk is to be Bold
which is taken from a cow thirty days
before or ten days after calving. Every
milk dealer must have the milk he
sells protected by a suitable covering
(Continued on page eight.)
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Rochester, Nov. 18. Miss Florence
McFarlan, . aged 21 years, a muslo '.
teacher, was stabbed to death In her
father's house here today by another
woman and an hour later Mrs. Lula.
.
Young, wife of Frank Young, at on
time city purchasing agent, was ar
rested as being the supposed murderer.
The woman' who committed the deed
rang the door hell' of "the McFarlan
home and when. Miss McFarlan an
swered ltK attacked her with a knife. ,
Miss McFarlan ran screaming through
the hair into the kitchen, closly pursued by her assailant. In the kitchen
he stumbled, half turning.- - t
In a flash her pursuer was upon her
and stabbed her five times. Miss McFarlan sank to the floor,, dying instantly. The murderess-fled- .
The only
.she was heard to utter were;
words
"
"She cRme between myself and my
husband and I am glad she's dead.
The dead woman was the daughter '
person
of a railroad man, nd was
of refinement and good '" appearance.
Mrs. Young made no statement after
'
her arrest. "
.

,

,

:

Swiss fninlster.
Berne, Nov. 18. The bundesrath has
appointed Fernand Du Martheray to be
Swiss minister at Washington, M. Da
Marheray is now secretary of the le'
gation at Rome. ,t - y
.

DECLINE

"f
' X,.'
"

TO TALK.

And Why Should Anyone
To Do &ot

.

Want Them'
.

New York, Nov. 18. Roland B.
Molineux and his father were In conference with their counsel, George Gordon Battle, today. At the'close of the
talk Battle made the following statey
ment :
"Neither General Edward Molineux
nor his son, Roland. B. Molineux, not
any other member of his family will"
make any statement in regard to the
report In the press that Mrs. Roland B.
Molineux has gone to South Dakota
with the purpose of instituting an action for divorce.
"They regard it as private matter
concerning which no public utterance
should be made. General 'Mollneaux
desires to'say that kli the members of
his family have at all' times treated
Mrs. Roland B. Mottnew with the utmost kindness and consideration. This "
Is his last word on the subject."
.

Her Statement.
Sioux Falls, Nov. 18. Mri,. R. . H.
Molineux today, gave out in her: own.
handwriting the following statements
'
. "It is true that I am in Sioux Falls
for the purpose of instituting divorce
proceedings. I have no plans onlythat
I shall be a resident .here the next six
months."
; f
i.
Sepatoiv Klttredge, her attorney,
her not toVfAlk further to'
newspaper representatives.'
.

,..

has-enjoin-

Steamer Sunk.

.v

.

Two-- Harbors, Minn.; JVovi 18.

The
steamer Robert Wallace, loaded with

ore from Superior, Wis., for Cleveland,
sank in the lake thirteen miles from
this port last night, the result of breaking her stern pipe. Captain Nicholson
and crew escaped to the schooner Ashland, which the boat was towing. : The
steamer sank in 300 feet of water and
will Ite a total loss.

The trades' assembly will meet on
next Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock In
Knights of Pythias hall. Delegates
have been named from the painters,
cigarmakers", linemen's and printers
The carpenters and blackunions.
smiths are the other organized trades,
but have not named their delegates as
yet. However, they will be represented
at the meeting. The trades' assembly
is a sure go.
Rev. Mary J. Borden, the president,
of tho territorial and' local Woman's
Christian Temperance union,, was a
north bound passenger last night. She
expects to be absent some time, possi
bly until January 1, and before return- -'
ing to this city will visit Chicago.
'
Judge John R. McFle, the judge of
the First judicial district and one of
the associate justices of, the territorial
supreme court, passed up the road (or
Santa Fe this morning, after a pleasant visit to his old home down in the.
Mesilla valley. '
--

'
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ALMOND BENZOIN VTTCII

Wednesday morning for Philadelphia,
Pa., to spend the winter season. Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Armljo will, 'during their absence, have charge of the
on College
Manderfield residence

X

CBEAM

For the Face and Hands

...AHVARADO PHARMACY
buqucrque Daily
HUGHES

tyfijfi

McCREIGHT, Publishers

Hughes
Tbo.
W. T. McCrelgt....MT. and

Editor
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further fact that every year more Immigrants are admitted at the port of

New York who cannot speak English
speaking
than the entire
population of all the territories combined.
"Congress has no right to discrimi
and
nate between English-speakinSpanish-speakincitizens in respect to
their constitutional rights. The latter,
in the case of New Mexico, are as
much native to the country as the former, and In the eyes of the law their
rights are as sacred.
"Tbe leading nations of the old
world number in the popuatlon tens
of thousands of people who do not
speak the language of the capital of
the country and it is wrong to say that
tbe rights of statehood under the Am
erican constitution should be restrictcommunities.
ed to English-speakinBesides New Mexico Is an English1
speaking community in respect to a
large percentage of Its population, and
element Is In
the English-speakincreasing in strength from year, to year.
Let it come in as a stats and It would
be but a little while until the percent
people would
age of Spanish-speakinbe Insignificant."
h

g

g

Associated Press afternoon dispatches
Largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Copies of this paper may be found on
file at Washlnirton In tbe office of our
special correspondent, K. O. Singer, lg
V street N. W., Washington D. C.

Terms of Subscription.

t.00
7 mall, one year
S.00
by mall, six months
1.60
by mall, three months
60
by mall, one month
75
Daily, by oarrler, one month
1.00
year
per
Weekly, by mail,
la
The Dally CtUsen win be delivered per
8 cents
the city at theJS low rateperofmonth,
when
week, or for
rents
paid monthly. These rates are less than
those if ' sny other daily paper la tbe ter-
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Daily,
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New Mexico demands Statehood from
Congress.
the
Fifty-Sevent- h

(f

The republican party cannot afford
to disregard. Its platform pledges about
,

statehood.

Laft night the enterprising

people

of 811ver City dedicated their new com

mercial club with a banquet and bail.

Statistics of tbe last census show
94,083 of the 223,229 farms In
bama are operated by colored farm
ers,
.

that

In October last the total value of slL
trer coinage In this country reached
92,287,000, compared with $2,791,488.50
la October, 1901,
The' senate committee expect to
reach Deming ne'it Friday, and If they
tarry In that enterprising town will be
entertained by the Commercial cub.
'

Why not merge tbe Roswell
Institute with the Agricultural
This territory Is maintaining
too many Institutions at the
of the tax payers.

military
college,
entirely
expense

Nestor Montoya, of this city, will be

the speaker of the house of the

legis-

lative assembly.

The session of the
assembly will begin January 19, and
continue sixty days.
Hon. A. W. Pollard,

,

member-elec- t

of

the territorial assembly from Luna and
Grant counties, is dangerously ill, and
bis friends filar that he cannot recover.
He Is afflicted .with consumption and

MINERS' HOSPITAL.
McKlnley county wants the Miners'
hospital, says the Republican, and with
all due respect to the claims of other
places In the territory we believe It
should be located there. A thousand
men are engaged in the Immediate vicinity of Gallup. A larger number will
be at work as the season advances.
The number, of men Injured in coal
mining Is almost double that of those
engaged in mining gold, silver, copper
and lead. Gallup Is on the main line
of the Santa Fe railroad, only five
hours' ride from Albuquerque. The
railroad from Durango to Clifton
through Gallup will be In operation inside of eighteen months, which will
give that city direct communication
with the mining country of southern
New Mexico and Arizona. McKlnley
county has never been favored to the
extent of a dollar by the territory and
It should be recognized to the extent
of having the miners' hospital locat
ed within its borders.
FOR 8PEAKER.
The McKlnley County Republican
published at Gallup, says:
"Hon. Nestor Montoya, the talented
editor of La Bandera Americana, was
elected by a big majority to represent
tbe county of Bernalillo In the lower
house. Mr. Montoya is a candidate for
speaker and should by all means be
elected, as he is one of the best parlia
mentarians In the territory. He has
acceptably filled the position as court
interpreter In the second Judicial district for many years and is a finished
scholar. He has worked hard and
faithfully for the republican party
since he cast his first vote years ago.
He numbers his friends by the thousand throughout the territory, and In
short is one of the best equipped men
we have to fill tbe difficult position of
speaker of the house."

SANTA FE.
had severei blt41g of the' lungs on From the New Mexican.
Sunday evttfngin ji
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall
reports that there Is very little idleThe people Of Las Cruces gave that ness at the United States Indian
town a general cleaning up In expects school and not a single case of serious
tion ofa visit from the senate commit or contageous illness.
tee. The committee changed its route
Mrs. W. H. Manderfield and daugh
and may not visit Las Cruces, and the ters, Eugenia and Cyrilla, will leave on
citizens are so disgusted that they are
carting the dirt back into the streets.

.

In the middle of the Colorado desert
a little to the north of the Mexlan
border and 264 feet below the level of
the sea, lies a field of crystallized salt
more than a thousand acres In extent,
presenting a surface as white as snow
nd beneath tbe noonday glare of the
eun so dazzling that tbe naked eye cannot stand Its radiance.

i

mi

SPANISH IN NEW MEXICO.
Tbe Denver Republican, a strong
friend of statehood, hss this to say on
the point made against New Mexico In
reference to the use of the Spanish
language in some parts of the terri-

tory:
"It is Indicated that the movement
In behalf of statehood for New Mexico

Just within her irraap
safely
but ' she
uoes not see it ; sue
is looking the wrong
way. 1 here s many
s woman sttwplin?
sea of disease
is doing; the
same thing

4t is
i

S
ft

"

looking

tbe

at
JbuatchiaK
medicinal
.

lL.

buoy. Dr.
Pierce's Fsvorite Frescrio- tion is within her reach.
Many a woman has testi
fied : "I know I should
not be alive
but for Dr. llerce'a
life

will encounter opposition on account
of tbe fact that with a large pe rcentage Favorite Prescription." This famous
of the population English it is not the medicine establishes regularity, dries
to-da- y

.

language of every day speech.
"This would be equivalent to saying
tnat men who cannot speak English
cannot discharge the duties of Ameri
can citizenship in a proper way. Yet
Inhabitants of
these Spanish-speakinNew Mexico are natives of the country. New Mexico is their home, the
land of their birth and the native place
of their ancestors for five or six goner
They are law abiding and
actions.'
faithful now and they would be no less
so If the territory were to become a

.
. ttate.
"To exclude New Mexico from state- on this ground would be to pun
lbh Americans residing there and deny
them the right of self government
through no fault of their own. To condemn New Mexico on this account
would be Inconsistent with the fact
that many of the existing states have
large illiterate population and the

weakening drains, heals inflammation
snd ulceration, and cures female weak

ness.
Weak and sick women, especially those
sutleriug !roo diseases ot lung standing,
are invited to consult Dr. Fierce, by letter,
free. All corresixjudence is liild as
strictly privfi'.e ami sacredlv confidential.
Address Dr. R. V Fierce. 'Buffalo, N. Y.
I take plenoire in writing to 1H you know
the great guoU received Iruui your Favorite
Y reniition
ami your I'lra aut Pellrt.1 says
Mr, N.iru Cact.iir. of kio. Hart Co. Kv "I
1

GOLD DUST twins do

PROFE8IONAL

yosr work."

'

'

look fceven or 'ighl bottle of '
' ami one or two viats of the ' I'rlU-uThink I would have tweu in my grave had it
bet-not
for yo. r uteduitirs. It ha- tircu ubout
1 was
four Month m 'it I took the
all ruu down, ttai low, of apfK-titc- .
could not
va
altep at mt
uervtu. had liackache.
black stxvUtjn my liml. and ik headache all
the time. I ha rv' not had bick headache biucc I
look your tncuiciuc "

Favorite Prescription" makes weak
women stro.:g, sick women well. Accept
uo sulwtilut for the medicine which
works woude-- s for weak women.
Dr. I'iertx's Pleasant Pellets cure dizziness and sick headache.

District Clerk A. M. Bergere has an
Inquiry for Sara A. Beardsley, who lived In Santa Fe some twenty years ago.
Her husband lives at Washington, D.
C. at present. Any information of this
woman's whereabouts that is available
should be given to District Clerk A. M.
Bergere.
Miss Grace Kennedy is home again
after a visit to her mother, sister and
brothers in Chicago. She declares that
the Windy city Is enjoying fine autumn
weather at preseat and that the only
trouble with It Is that that kind of
The many
weather does not last.
friends of the young lady are highly
gratified to see her In such good
health.
All but three of the thirty school dis
tricts of the county now own their own
school houses and those three are
making arrangements to put up neat
school buildings. Much progress, interest and Improvement is being re
ported in the county schools and an
especially able corps of teachers has
them In charge this year.
W. r . Dobbins was arrested recent
ly on the charge of assaulting his wife
He was
and for being intoxicated.
lodged In the county Jail; this morning was given a hearing before Justice
of the Peace Francisco Anaya, who
held h!m under a $5(H) peace bond and
under $500 ball for appearance before
the grand Jury at the next term of dis
trict court.
Abe Gold has gained possession of
an ivory crucifix made solidly out of a
piece of ivory. .It is of very beautiful
workmanship and was taken from one
of the priests who accompanied Maxi
milian of Austria on h'.s ill fated trip
to Mexico in the early sixties. The
crucifix which is mounted on black
ebony therefore has a historical as
well as an artistic value.
A. R. Manby, Jose Manuel Medina
and J. E. Russell, jury commissioners
for Taos county, have completed the
task of drawing the Juries for the winter term of the district court for Taos
county, which will convene on Decem
ber 1 at Taos, and have placed the venires in the hands of District Clerk A.
V.
The next term of district
court for Santa Fe county will be hed
In March.

Rrri.

If you desire a gooa complexion use
Mokl Tea. a Purt nerD drink. It acts
on the liver and makes the akin smooth
and clear. Curea sick headache. 25c
tnd 50c. Money refunded If It does not

atlsfy you. write to W. H. Hooker

Buffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J
I. O'RleUy & Co., and B. H. Brlggs

Co7
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CARDS

MINING ENGINEER.

1

,m

V. V. Clark,
Mining snd metallurgical engineer, lot
Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps;
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assay Ins and analysis.

Vt

street.

The Best Toilet Cream

B. M. BRIQQS & CO., Proprietors,

Let the

Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, KirkvUle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

When cleanliness and economy
are considered

DENTISTS.

GOLD OU3T

Edmund J. Alger, U. O. 8.
Railroad avenue. Office hours, 9.30
a. mfl to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.

808

is an absolute necessity in every
home. It is an aid to easy houseGOLD DUST works like
work.
magic in softening hard water and
in taking all dirt from floors' and
woodwork. Try it on wash-da-

Telephone

462.

Appointments

made

by

UIHll.

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

Of

'ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

OFFICER8 AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President.
W. 8. 8TRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier

wm. Mcintosh

j. c. baldridge

solomon luna
m.

a.

geo.

blackwell

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHlSCs, TOPEKA

&.

arnot.

w. a.

maxwell

SANTA FE RAILWAY

Bernard 8. Rodey

Albuquerque,

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

N.

Prompt attention given to all business
to the profession. Will pracIn all courts of the territory and betice
Hade only try
0
fore the United States land office.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
Ira M. Bond
Bottos,
8t. Louis.
Chicaxo,
Hew York,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. W..
Makers of FAIRT SOAP.
Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
Albers' Bros. Dairy.
trade marks, claims.
Believe in no one but yourself and
William D. Lee
try Albers Bros'., 16 quarts for 11.00.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, room 7, N.
T. Armljo building. Will practice In all
PenlnsUaW bsca heaters burn less the courts of the territory.
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
R. W. D. Bryan
rooms. Whitney Company.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
M. Office, First National Bank building.
Wo ara sola agents tor Wheeler A
Wiison sewing machines. Albert Fa-beFrank W. Clancy
ATTORNEY-AT-LA805 Railroad avenue.
rooms i and S, N.
building,
Albuquerque, N. M.
o
T. Armljo
copper
Tin, eaivanixea
and
iron
work. Albuauerque Hardware compsv ATTORNEY-AT-LA- E. W. Dobeon
Office, Cromwell
ny.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
y.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

LAWYERS.
M.

'

THIRD STREET

IE Am

Meal Market
AUSnd

fresh and salt

iilAM

Meals

SAUSAGE fACTOIY.

EMIL KLEINWORT,

r,

MASONIC BUILDING.

N. THIRD BTRFK'

ZEIGER CAFE

We make the best door and window
John H. 8tlngle
screens. They are far superior to any ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block,
Albuquerque, N. M.
made in the east at the same price.
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor?
PHYSICIANS.
T. Telephone No. 463.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
3,265 Men' and Boys' Fins Shirts
are too many for any store to handle, Room 17, Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.
especially If they haven't the room for
M. D.
Macomber,
Arthur
go
must
they
'em. But remember
Night Calls.
and 39c for a fancy shirt Is Just like Whiting Building.
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED eV DOMESTIC WINES sV COGNAC
getting money from home. The Lion
Dr. E. N. Wilson
Physician and Surgeon, rooms 8 Grant
Store.
Th Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served,
building. Albuquerque.
Office hours 1 to S
p. m. Colorado 'phone 12).
una Best Imported and Domestic Cigars
f
International Live Stock Exposition,
Chicago, III.
Dr. I. Saylin
Tickets on sale November 29, 30 and Office and
4'0 Sou'h Fdithsh-e- t.
Hours 10 to IS a m 4 to 6 p m. and 7 to 8 p.
December 1 at rate of $45 for round m.
Colorado 'phone A8 i.
trip. Good to leave Chicago up to and
Including December 8. F. L. Myers,
MUSICIANS.
agent.
Miss
Katnerine
Heimbeck
o
,
It P. HALL, Proprietor
Lessons In Singing and Physical Culture.
(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
M.
Miss
B.
Naylor,
Elizabeth
Notice for Publication.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
of Pianoforte and Harmony,
Department of the Interior, Land Of Teacher
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Studio, Commercial club.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7, 1902.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
KINDERGARTEN.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that the folFOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
lowing named settler has filed notice
Miss Philbrick's
ct his Intention to make final proof In Kindergarten and Primary Department,
support of his claim, and that said Commercial club building. Conveyances
will call for Highland pupils.
proof will be made before U. S.
at East View, N. M., on DeTHOUSANDS SAVED Or
s
cember 22, 1902, viz: AugUBtlna
SASPLE AND CLDB ROOM,
de Vallejos, widow of Carlos Val- - OR. KING'S f.ElV DiSGGVERf
lejos, deceased, for the NEVi sec. 31,
Finest
T. 3 N., R. 6 E.
WhlskUa,
He names the following witnesses to For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
and all THROAT AN0 LlifeG TROUBLES.
prove his continuous residence upon
130 W. Railroad Ave., Albnqnerqne.
etc.
Wines,
and cultivation of said land, viz: Mar- This wonderful medicine positively
y
tin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves
jiires Consumption, Coughs, Colds
Garcia, Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras-al- l Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia.
of Manzano, N. M.
h&j Fever, Pleurisy, LaOrippe.
x MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
stt

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

tee

r

Sis-nero-

y

THE

OSTEOPATHY.

Denver and El Paso Advertisers.
The big dry goods advertisers of
both Denver and El Paso monopolize
pages and half pages In all the afternoon and morning papers without any
discrimination In favor of this or that
paper. They believe In placing their
goods before the people, and in doing
sc use the columns of all the dailies. A
pretty good idea, and a winning propo
sition In every instance. The Denver
Dry Goods company has two full pages
announcing their special and regular
sales. In the Saturday and Sunday Issues of all the Denver dailies, while
the other big merchants (and they all
(Homestead Entry No. 5174.)
believe In newspaper advertising) are
Notice for Publication.
annot far behind In their extensive
Department of the Interior, Land Of
nouncements to the reading public.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
They are reaching the people with
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
their Thanksgiving sales, and are do- lowing named
settler has filed notice
ing it along progressive lines.
of his Intention to make final proof in
JEMEZ . SULPHUrt HOT 8PRINGS support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Probate
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the U. S. man; only line with Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
a change of stock en route; good rigs, querque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902k
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the SMi SWV4
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat sec. 10, NVs NW', sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
urday at 6 a. m. For particulars ad R. 6 E.
dress W. L. Trimble u. Co., agents, AlHe names the following witnesses
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprieto prove his continuous residence upon
tor, Jemez.
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
it you want a soap that will lather Filomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.;
freely in hard water get some Lenox Perfilio Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.;
Soap from your grocer. There is no Felipe Tapla, of Escobosa, N. M.;
z
better hard water soap made.
Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.
R. OTERO, Register.
MANUEL
Lenox Soap leaves the clothes soft,
o
awset.and clean. Try It.
(Homestead Entry No. 44C0.)
Notice for Publication.
No tuberculosis preservallna or cot Department
of the Interior, Land Of
oring In Matthews' Jersey millt
fice at Santa fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902.
o
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Fresh Cut Flowers.
lowing named settler has filed notice
IVES, THE FLORIST.
v
clothes of his intention to make final proof in
Ladies' and gents'
support of his claim, and that said
bought; 107 North First street.
proof will be made before the probate
clerk of Bernalillo county, at AlbuPlumbing.
Wc have added a plumbing depart querque, N. M., on December 2, 1902,
ment and tin shop to our business. viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the
When you have anythtng In this line SV4 sec. 10, T. 10 N., R. 6 E.
He names the following witnesses
to be done see us about it before plac
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
ware company.
Jose Leon Jaramillo, Porfilio GonTry The Citizen want columns.
zales, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
o
ter, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
To Chicago Cheap.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
A special rate of one fare plus $2 for
Register.
the round trip to Chicago has been
o
made by the Burlington for the great
(Homestead Entry No. 4459.)
International Live Stock Exposition
Notice for Publication.
which will open there November 29 Department of the Interior, Land Of
and continue for a week. This is the
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 21. 1902.
greatest live stock show of the world
Notice is hereby given that the fol
and this year promises to be of unusual lowing named settlor has filed notice
interest to the western stockmen !? of his Intention to make final proof In
cause of the particular attention being support of bis claim, and that said
given to the range cattle exhibit which proof w ill be made before the probate
promises to be larger than ever before. clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu
The Burlington Route is the popular nuerque, N. M.. on December 2. 1902
route with stockmen and the usual fine viz: Jose Leon Jaramillo. for the SVfe
service will lie given to those who de SEU. sec. 9, Ni NEU, sec. 16, T. 10
sire to attend this big show. Tickets N., R. 6 E.
will be o sale November 30 and D
He names the following witnesses
cemlier 1 and 2, with a final limit for to prove his continuous residence upleaving Chicago of December 8. See on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Manuel Baca y Ixpez, Perfil'.o Conjour ticket agent or write for particu
soles, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
lars to
GEORGE YALLERV,
all of Albuquerque, N. M.
'
MANUEL R. OTERO.
General Agent Burlington Route, Den
Register.
ver, Colo.
csst-a-wa-

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES

Cough. Every battle guaranteed
NO CURE. NO PAY.
tRICE 50c. and $ 1 . TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.

Silver
Avenue
Stable
WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
board horse andhave first class rigs
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.

The Metropolitan
Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.
Has changed bands and Is now one
of the nicest resorts In the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
been oz draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night." Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments

Office and parlor

1

1 1

The Mexican Central
Is prepared to furnish you with the best of ' accommodations
points In Mexico.
Call on or address.
W. D. MURDOCK,
A. Q. fe P. A., Mexico

W. C. MEAD,
C. A., El Paso.

to

t'l

C. R. HUDSON,
G. F. ft

311

AJO

North Platte
Valley, Nebraska,

N. Second

THESo'j'hARCADE
?lrs". street
PROPRIETOR.

Tbe best of liquors served to pit
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kir.d3 served.
Nice large rooms, cverytLing braa
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

Tbe finest line of Liquors and Cigars

All patrons and friends cordially invited to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is

served every day.
8TEVE BALLING.
Proprietor.
'

s,

152

59.

1

This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
experienced.
Anuough not generally known summer Is the very
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nlfe-- .s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy morn-.ingand the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip undttr
The White Umbrella."

New 'Phoii

Old 'Phone

FRANK

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

80 in Mexico City

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
114

ST. ELMO

PRESENTS SOME VERY ATTRACTIVE
OPENINGS FOR FARMING AND STOCK
RAISING.
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED, ASK FOR
OF OUR BOOKLET, "THE
A COPY
NORTH PLATTE VALLEY." IT'S FREE.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,
DENVER.

t
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ROBBERS AT SPRINGER.
They Rob Two Stores, Dynamiting a
Small Safe.
A special dispatch from Springer,
N. M., to the Denver Republican, dated
November 16. says:
"This morning after 3 o'clock burglars entered the store of P. P. Talle
nd partially opened his safe. They
had secured entrance to the store by
prying open with a bar the front door.
Nothing was taken except a few groceries, razors and other small articles.
The combination to the safe was blown
oft.

"During the same hours they also
entered through a back door the saloon
of J. W. Eshenour, wheeled a small
safe that was near the front door to a
back room and with dynamite blew the
,door entirely ofT. No money or any
valuables was In the safe. From the
cash register they took $6 and from a

a soreCough
Just
It's
lungs
and weak
your
gets
that

and paves the way for pneumonia or
consumption, or both. Acker's English Remedy will stop the cough in a
day and heal your lungs. It will cure
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
all throat and lung troubles. Positively guaranteed, and money refunded if
not satisfied. Writs to us for free samCo, Buffalo, N.
ple. W. H. Hooker
T. J. H. O Plelly ft Co., and B. H.
Brtgga ft Co.
north of Santa Fe, is to commence as
soon thereafter as the weather will
permit and the material for the plant
can be gotten upon the ground. Edgar
L. Street, consulting engineer of the
Santa Fe Water ft Light company, is
expected to reach Santa Fe in the near
future to go over the plans for these
improvements which will mean a much
better electric light as well as power
service for Santa Fe.

slot machine $4. They secured tools
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs
by breaking into the blacksmith shop
and colds: reliable, tried and tested,
of F. C. Peterson.
"This morning two men were arrest- safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
ed on suspicion and are in Jail awaitRanches Sold.
ing hearing tomorrow before the jusCrocler and Roberts, of Carlsbad, retice of the peace."
port the following real estate sales:
The old Stokes place to J. S. Wilson
A Violent Attack of Croup Cured.
for $250. This is a
tract two
"Last winter an infant child of mine miles east of Florence. Joyce, Pruit &
had croup in a violent form," says El- Co. sold to Frank Ohnehus the old
der John W. Rogers, a Christian Evan- Parlor restaurant on South Canon
gelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few street for $250.. Hubert Keith sold to
doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy E. D. McKenzle 160 acres of land just
and in a short time all danger was past west of the Greene farm for $900.
tnd the child recovered." This remedy Carlsbad Argus.
not only cures croup.but when given as
Physicians Prescribe It
soon as the first symptoms appear, will
Many broad minded physicians preprevent the attack. It contains no
cplum or other harmful substance and scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they
way be given as confidently to a baby have never found so safe and reliable
as to an adult. For sale by all druggists. a remedy for throat and lung troubles
as this great medicine. Alvarado
o
ORCHARDS TO BE SET OUT.
Pharmacy.
e

Farmers Near Hagerman Will Set Out
11,000 Trees This Season.
While at Hagerman two days last
week Wyatt Johnson was shown over
a number of orchards. The trees were
grown by him on the Stone ranch, set
in the spring of 1894, and planted at
Hagerman, one, two and three years
later. The trees were large, thrifty,
well shaped and in heavy bearing.
Special notice was taken of the orchards of Harry Cowan and Mathew

DAM AT SILVER CITY.

Contract Awarded for the New Structure Which Is Expected to
Prevent Floods.
The city council of Silver City has
awarded the contract for the construction of a dam- - across Main street to
J. A. Harlan, until recently superintendent of bridges and buildings on the
Santa Fe railway. The total cost will
be $13,414. The dam will extend from
Larson. Mr. Cowan is' planting 1,000 Bullard street to the bank on Main
more trees and Mr. West, the owner street and will be 235 feet long and 21
of the Larson place, will plant 1,300 feet deep. It is believed this will premore. While there he booked nine or- vent a repetition of the recent disasders, a total of over 11,000 trees. Pret- trous floods.
ty good for two days, work. Roswell
Luck In Thirteen.
Register.
By sending 13 miles Wm. Splrey, of
Walton Furnace, Vt., got a box of
To the Public
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, that wholly
Allow me to say a few words in praise
cured a horrible Fever' Sore on his leg.
I
Cough
Remedy.
can
of Chamberlain's
Nothing else could. Positively cures
recommend it with the utmost confidEruptions,
ence. It has done good work for me Bruises, Felons, Ulcers,
Bolls, Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
and will do the same for others. I had 25c.' Guaranteed by all druggists.
a very severe cough and cold and feared I would get pneumonia, byt after
ALL OVER THE HOUSE.
taking the second dose of this medicine I felt better, three bottles of it Let the Sunshine Into the Sickroom
and Taboo Curtains and
cured my cold and the pains In my
Carpets.
chest disappeared entirely. I am most
Soft little rugs, which can be easrespectfully yours for health, Ralph S.
Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventSt., Wheel- ily shaken, are the only covering
ing, W. Va. For sale by all druggists. that should be allowed' on the floor
Scrupulously clean
of a sick room.
Electric Lights for Santa Fe.
that floor must be, for we have learnWork is in progress in fitting up the ed to fight infection with a scrubbing
new steam plant at the electric light brush, and a nailed down carpet Is
works on Water street, Santa Fe. It looked upon as a sort of relic of the
is to be ready for operation shortly be- dark ages. Nothing which is incap
fore Christmas. Work on the power able of washing should have a place
plant on the Nambe river, twenty miles in the sickroom. Since air and light
h

are remedial

agencies of the very
first Importance, It is better not to
have draperies.
Let the light in to
do battle with disease germs, to which
is a far more powerful foe than any
you can bring into the field. Screens
are better than curtains. Light screens
are easily shifted about to keep drafts
and light from the patient, and they
have none of the objections to be raised against curtains of harboring dust
and shutting out light and air from the
room. The best screens are simple
wood frames hinged together and filled
in with washable cretonne, suspended
and held down by means of rods fixed
In the same way as the short blinds on
to a window frame.
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"SCAB" LABOR.

Do your shop-pinby Mail
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if you

can't corns
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in person.
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to all who regard clean linen as one of
life's necessities to know that the Imperial laundry Is regarded by all goed
dressers as the one place on earth
where laundry work is done to their
supreme satisfaction. We have the
skill, the expertnee and the will to do
our work right, and will guarantee satisfaction.

President Eliot, of Harvard, Denounced
the Unions, o.
Before the Economic club, of Boston,
at their banquet the other night. President Eliot, of Harvard, denounced the
labor unions of the country as opposed
to the education of young men, and for
what he termed "their fight against
the development of manly instincts."
In closing, he characterized the strike
btoker, or "scab," as he called him.
"as a good type of the American hero."
Back ef Postofflcs.
The Economic club was formed for the
purpose of discussing current topics.
The Citizen wants are the best
The subject that night was "Industrial
Battles and the Publlcr" President El-l- CXXCCOOCOCOCOCXXXOCOCXOCOCO
had not promised to speak, but he
was brought to his feet by discussion
of the subject by previous speakers.
He said present conditions Indicated
that many years must pass before the
labor question is satisfactorily solved.
Both sides must make concessions and
adopt some plan. The principal obJust received a
jections to the labor unions, from the
fresh
lot of.
educator's point of view, he Bald, was
their objection to young men becoming
HOT WATER BOTTLES
competent mechanics, and that they do
prevent this is evident from the fact
Fountain and Bulb Syr-ingthat all unions attempt to limit the
prices to suit your-self-5number of apprentices employed in
any Industry. The right of labor is
to $3.00
considered the most sacred right of
the American citizen. President Eliot's
Water and Oil Atomizers
objection td the labor unions was, he
said, that the object of the union seemof every description.
ed to be work as few hours as possible,
Oome and examine.
produce as little as possible during that time and to receive as
money
possible
as
much
for
;j. H. O'RIELLY & CO.
the service given.
This attitude
was in effect nothing mere than a conPrescription Druggist
stant fight against the development of
manly instincts. He said he had a pro.
Corner 2nd St. sod Gold Ave
found contempt for any man who did
not choose to labor every day, just as OCOCKXXDOCOCOCOCOOCOCOCOCOO
long as his strength would permit

Began Monday, November 17th. No such Linen bargains have ever before been
offered in this town I You will do well to take advantage of this sale.
25o ALL LINEN HUOK TOWELS
real
5 pieces of
TURKEY RED TABLE
warranted fast
LINEN
colors splendid 65c value
Sale Price per yard

J.H.Q'Bielly&Co.

es

0c

COLUMBUS HOTEL

70-In-

Sale Price per yard

8c

8x10 HEMSTITCHED PATTERN
to matcn-cnoic- est
Sale Price per set
designs-wan-an-

pure

1000 yards of mill ends

all

FLANNELETTES
regular 10c value
Sale Price

French
lengths

fr

'

--1

ALL WOOL FRENCH
HENRIETTAS silk finishe- dblack and colors worth 76c
Sale Price
per yard
h

s

wheatnd

0125

Pt

01

01111

;

Bale

end"

Price

,

:

grey and
LINING

1AA
AXU

...'..

y.Uv

20 pieces of ALL WOOL TRI- COT F LA N N ELS suitable. for
waists and dressesworth 50c
--

-

Sale Price
per yard

AlO

ALL WOOL STORM SERGE
dust proof In , black,
royal and cardinal 75c , Is cheap
for it Sale Price per yard

OK
....5QC

h

h

warranted

69C

The Peninsular Is a heater and ven
tilator. Whitney Company.

48 c

Brin In your tinware) and have
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware

VaJuabl Feed for Children.

o
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Albuquerque are Our Patrons

".

I

n
When a man In this section wants the Best Cioth'lng,
he comes straight to this store.
'

OVERCOAT;

IS

to getting the best the latest styles to
choose from, the highest grade materials, and finest
tailored garments hs pays less than he'd be asked at any
of our competitors for "Just ordinary clothing.
My garments are all stylish they fit perfectly and
they have a manly grace about them that makes the
wearer feel proud of his appearance.
I'd like you to come in and see the New Fall and
Winter 8uits and the New Fall Top Coats snd Winter
Overcoats you'll not find their like, elsewhere that's
certain.
In addition

SUITS, $10 to $25

OVERCOATS, $10 to $25

M. LVIAIMDELL
.

It

Try Albers Milk.
Have you seen that Mae enameled
Before paying 10 cents a quart fof steel wars at the Albuquerque Hardmilk, try ours; 16 quarts for $1.00.
ware company's store. It is the most
Albers Bios'.
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
Casa de Oro.
' Rooms with board;
F. 0. Wolfe nas opened up the studio
electric lights
and gas; hot and cold water in each at 208 Railroad avenue, and would be
Special rates to permanent pleased to hare you call and look; at
room.
boarders; no Invalids; No. 613 West his work.
'
Gold avenue.
o
o
Have your nouse weu ventilated bj
Acorn base burners. The world's using a Peninsular base burner.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Whitney Company.

malt.

I have recommended it to at least fifteen of my
friends and all have had good results and praise
' Force ' aa a valuable food, not only for children, bnt
for the old as well. I use on package a day. I hare
lour children and they all love It. bodoL
" lUl. J, lAMVllt Kxurs."

j7."..--

..SPREADSeitra.

heavy Quality ull size
a splendid bargain at a.

SA-ln-

abie jor chlldrens' dresses
worth 25c Sale Price
per yard

YOUVMIIT

Sweet, crisp fUlea of

BED

400 yards of
black PERCALINE
regular 15c value

Q

Jand

niE
m&Kes a play
which pleases parents.

6
dozen
of '12.00
FRINGED
..CROCHET

SJ.83

regular price

JUST

-

MAR- -

BED

-

.The Best Dressed Men in

Jim Dumps' small children liked to play

Ceresl

of

500 yards of extra heavy COT- TON FLANNEL 12V4C la our

"M

I

WOOL
BASKET
ALL
CLOTHS extra heavy, no lining
necessary In medium and oxford
grey worth $1.25 Sale Price per
yard

one-thir-

r

':v-

dozen

Sale Price

QflA'
UPC

RESTAURANT

Bmdj-to-Str-

25C

8PREADS extra large
size and
extra fine
quality regular , $3.00
value Sale Price each

OS)

The

.

one dozen hemstitched napkins
value.
AQ

The Way We Sell Dress Poods

Coney Island

7

20 doien - of
FINE
ALL LINEN DAMASK
regTOWELS fringed
ular 40c quality Sale
Price each

A Few Domestic Specials

Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
204 8outh 8econd street
jumped on an Inverted rake mad of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail en- First Class Rooms and Board. Rates
STOVE WORK.
Reasonable. '
tirely through her foot and a second
Go to E. J. Post ft Co. to have your
one half way through. Chamberlain's
stove work done and get a good Job by
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
competent mechanics.
five minutes later the pain had disappeared and no more suffering was exF. A. Jones, e. M C E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
perienced. In three days the child was
Field assistant U. 8. Geological Survey
wearing her shoe as usual and with
Albuquerque, N. M.
absolutely no discomfort Mr. Powell is
Correspondence solicited.
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.
a well known merchant of Forkland,
Va. Pain Balm is an antiseptic and
W. L. Brackett d Co,
BE8T MEALS IN THE CITY.
heals such injuries without maturation
new blacksmiths on Copper avethe
REGULAR MEALS, 25c.
d
the time required by
and in
nue, between Second and Third streets,
the usual treatment. For sale by all
have received a new rubber tiring
Short Order at Any Price.
druggists.
machine and guarantee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.

At - having parties " every day;
And so the merry little brood
Had milk for tea and " Force " for food,
"'Twill keep the little folks In trim;
What helpful playl" cried "SunnyJImJ

cua

SEILLE8

5c

48c

unen-spien-

20

h

CURTAIN

regular 10c
Sale' Price per

value
yard

fleeced while they
last Monday

soft

CLOTHS-wi- th

'

pieces of

CREAM
SCRIM

15o

48C

nea

5

A large lot of regular
75c MODE COLOR COTBLANKETS One,
TON

.......

S piecea
of
SILVER
BLEACHED
TABLE LINEN
in
beautiful new patterns
cheap at 75c Sale
Price per yard

h

an linen

39C

Imperial Laundry

Size 20x36 Sale Price

10 pieces of
beet'
CRASH
12c Value on earth

h

Subscribe for the Citizen.

66

Send hi your
Mail Orders.
Ws will take ,
cars of them
properly.

Our Thanksgiving Linen Sale

W. A. Hen-eoi fincn. Ark., writes,
"I wish to report that Foley's Kidney
Cure has cured a terrible case of kidney and bladder trouble that two doctors had given up." Alvarado Pharmacy.
DEFEND8

The Store the People Talk About

MATTER OF VITAL
IMPORTANCE

....The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....

-

'

r
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this morning Into the police arena with
RICKETY CHILDREN.
the charge of assault and lottery hanging over his head. Ho Is alleged to
Loose joints, bow legs, big
hav struck C. Gonzales In the eye
mean
with his fist. Inflicting a lad bruise head, and soft bones
near the eye. Gonzales was' out col- rickets. It is atypical disease
lecting and presented liis bill. He was
of Scott's
asked to take a short walk and he i fcr the best. workincs
they
would receive the money. After
Lunuision.
had walked quite a distance, he asked
For the weak bones Scott's
again for the money and Chavez smote
him upon the eye. The principal wit- L m ul s ib n . supplies those
ness being aliscnt the rase was postpowerful tonics the hypophos-phitc- s.
poned until this. afternoon.
A drunk was handed that standard
For the loss of flesh
quotation which is used nearly every
morning: ' "Five dollars or five days." Scott's Emulsion provides the
Most naturally he was compelled to ac- nourishing cod-livoil.
cept the latter. " ,
'

er

Scott's Emulsion correct3
the effects of imperfect nourishment and brings rapid improvement in every way lo
.
rickety children.

COMING EVENTS.

1

Nov.
inclusive, with the exception of the 2th. ObeKy Stock
company, at Colomlio hall.
Nov. 20. "A WIbo Member" at CoSnd for Free Sample.
lombo hall.
Nov. 25. "The Wrong Mr. Wright" SCOT & UOWNE, Chemuti. 409 l SI..N v
at Colombo hall.
If you want to avoid the penalty,
November 26. A. O. U.' W. Thankspay your taxes before December 1.
giving ball.
Thanksgiving bali
Nov.
by the Christopher Colombo society at
Colombo hall." ,
Nov.- 27. 'M las. Ksihcrine Helmbck
ONE MERRY NIGHT
concert at Colombo hall.

Greatest en iheWorBd
i

17-2-

A SHUJON GOOD UVERS,'"ln a double soued; credit ttelr erobd feeling1 to GASCAHET3
Candy Cathartic and are telling other high livera about their delightful experience with
That's why the Bale la nearly A MILLION EOXE3 A MONTH. The one who likes
good eating and cood drinking, and Is liable to
a little,, ean always depend on
OASCARET3 to help digest his (food, tone up his intestines, etimulata his liver, keep his
bowels regular, bis blood pure and active, and his whole body healthy, clean and wholesome.
"In tirao cf peaceropark,for war," and have about the house a pleasant modiolus for bout
stomach, sick 'headache, furred tongue, lazy liver, bad breath', bad taste, all results of
e
CASOARETS Candy' Cathartic are what you want; a tablet at
will fix you
all right by morning. All druggists, lOo, 25o, 60v rver Bold in bulk. Genuine tablet stamped
O C O. . Sample and booklet free. Address Sterling Kemedy Co., Chicago or New York.
k
OAS-CAPXT-

over-indul-

3.

Pr-ir-

ge

COLOMBO HALL

over-in-dulgen-

bed-tim-

COLORED

Kilty

SOCIETY.

Over a Wedding-- A

Mock

in Las Vegas.
'

llTtRESTlKS

HAPPENINGS.

LOCAL

Special Correspondence. '
laa Vegas, N. M. Nov. 17- - -- The wed-an- d
ding belli of M. Jefferson
Miss
' Maggie WlU'ams, . colored. yesterday
Save out a few' discordant notes, and
all because I lorpier love 'of the

will; he a "baile" tonight at the
falo hall In honor of the event.

ed's father In law, B. Brash, on Columbia avenue, and Bald a short prayer at
the grave. The Elks .turned out en
masse to do honor to their dead 'comrade and friend and had the military
band out to discourse funeral music
on the way to the grave." The remains
were laid at rest In the Jewish' cemetery.
,
, ',
.
M. B. Bailey, mayor of the city of
Danville, 111,, and state senator, passed
through here, today en route to San
Diego, Cal., to see a sick brother. "Mr.
bailey says Congressman Cannon, tof
Illinois, will be the next speaker of the
national house and that Hopkins will
be the next senator elected to Mason's
seat.
."
Raton has sent a challenge here for
a football game on Thanksgiving.'
B. M. Read returned today to his
home at Santa Fe and left his wife
here. Mrs. Read had an operation
performed yesterday for cancer and is
getting along nicely, the operation hav"
ing been very successful.
The Santa Fe tie plckler started up
today after a shut down of two months
and has a run of 75,000 ties which will
take another two months to preserve.
The plant here has a capacity of 2,500
per day.
'
Messrs. Bond Bros., Bacharaeh"Bros.
and P. McCormick shipped yesterday' a
train load of sheep, forty cars, to Nebraska. They were loaded at the stock
' - '
'
yards above the city.
Mrs. W. H. Smith left yesterday for
Kenosha, Wisconsin, with her son.
Earl, to spend the winter with her
parents.
Hons. J. 8. Duncan and Thomas Ross
left Jthis afternoon for the north on
No. 2 on an extenv?d trip In the InterBuilding
est of the Southwt-i?f-

Buf-

Mrs. Charles Shirk Is' on the sick
net.
Saturday night was the coldest yet
this year, the thermometer getting as
low as 9 degrees and only As high as
41 during the day.' Last night was
only 14 and not the coldest as was
supposed.
'
Mrs. William' Letcher is on the sick
list today.
R. B. Rice, the city surveyor, left
this morning for Santa Rosa to attend
to some work there and look after business Interests.

i.tajEI

One Minute Cough Cure
Is the only harmless cough cure that
gives quick relief. Cures coughs, colds,
croup, bronchitis, whooping cough,
pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all
throat, chest and lung troubles. I got
soaked by rain. Bays tiertrudde E. Fen-neMuncle, Ind., and contracted a se
vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly;
lost 48 lbs. My druggist recommended One Minute Cough Cure. The first
bottle brought relief; several cured
me. - I am back to my old weight, 148
lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
phiegm, relieves the cough at once,
draws out inflammation, cures croup.
An ideal remedy for children. J. H.
O'Reilly & c;o.; B. H. Briggs & Co.

IN0V.20

THURSDAY..

C. B. MARVIN'S

FURIOU3LY FUNNY FARCE

WISE

A

WE HAVE SELECTED WITH GREAT CARE A NICE XMAS LINE OF
DRESSING TABLES, DIVANS, EASY ROCKERS, MUSIC CABINETS,
STOOLS. STANDS, TEA TABLES, AND LADIES' WRITING DESKS.
MORE GOODS ARE ARRIVING EVERY DAY AND OUR STOCK IS
THE LARGEST IN THE CliY FROM WHICH TO MAKE YOUR SELEC
CALL AND SELECT WHAT YOU WISH, AND WE WILL
TIONS.
SET IT ASIDE FOR YOU FOR XMAS DELIVERY. ,

MEMBER

r,

E
t

CHRISTMAS GOODS

!

MEMBER

ivtw:

i
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wi tw

O. W. STRONG & SONS
..The Utmost Care...
It what you have a right to expect In
We
the filling of your prescriptions.
will stand or fall by our prescription
work because we kr.ow It ia up to the
standard.' Twenty years' experience.

$1,000.00 borrowed from the Mutual
Building association of Albuquerque
costs you only $13.31 per month. A. E.
A Liberal Offer.
TAlrVADOUT WISE ONES
The, undersigned will give a free Walker, secrtary.
o
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
IT'8 THE LIMIT
City Pound Sales.
UClUg bUlU'
Will , 19 UV UUjeVbtSU
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a re- '
One bay horse, weighs about 900 A Whirlwind cf Fun
d down ao cold, especially after she
liable remedy for disorders of the stoGeo. B. Williams, Druggist
A Cyclone of Mirth
had treated her "honey" bo well and
mach, biliousness or constipation. This pounds, marked "8" with an under bar
'
on
horse,
one
A Tornads of Laughter
left
fore
sorrel
shoulder;
lie had promised so faithfully to be
All
one.
good
a
remedy
and
new
is a
Y' "7 West fcailroad Av..
marked "J. A. N." and "J. A." on left
cood. It waa a nice looking colored
druggists.
in
Original
New
York
Cast
Its
woman, who" goes by the name of Fan- itp; one dark brown horse marked "H" The
.
Entirety.
1f..n I. T
W .. . 1 An
on right hip'; one white horse marked
Second Successful Season.
A THANKSGIVING TURKEY
live in Raton and had made love to
People differ In their views on poli- with a spar on left hip; one dark brown
this lady there, and when Bhe heard
75c
50c
and
religion, medicine, the Value of a horse marked "H" mw left shoulder, Prices:
should
be fat. Juicy, tender and well
tics,
last week he Was going to marry an- poker hand, the "speed of a horse and will be sold Wednesday morning, at 10
browned Tri the baking, and then you
on sale at 9
will
Seats
be
city
other "pusBon" she came down at once
pound.
o'clock,
at
the
a thousand and one other matters that
have a dish fit for the gods. We have
Monday, Nov. 17th, at Matson's.
and yesterday afternoon, .after the
: . THOS. McMILLIN,
come up in their dally lives; but there
ordered ' a. special lot of extra bretf
ceremony which made her Jeff another
City Marshal.
turkeys, corn 'fed, flee fed and ever
ia a unanimity p( opinion pn the truth
'
woman's husband, the went to the
laugh Is worth a
of the saying,-"chestnut fed, which will 'be of that
iiit'" . ' . uiiijwmM iphi.iwi. ' u.niLntiii,ii.
little Iron clad house back of the Opera
deliciotB)flavo,rr that will make your
thousand groans in any market." The W.
TRIMBLE & CO.
bar, which was to have been the dove
management'of "A 'Wise Member," the Second stroat, between Railroad an J
water before you have tasted it.
nioutla
cote, smashed in the door, tore down
Jolly farce comedy that will be seen
Order your1 turkey before ThanksgivCopper avenue
the curtains, then grabbed an armful
ing if, .possible, and we will furnish
at Colombo hall Thursday, November
of dishes and went outside and smash
20, claims that it causes continuous Horses and Mules bought and exchang'
you with any kind of a bird that you
was
As
over
she
rocks.
them
cd
the
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
abto
finish;
laughter
is
start
may
from
it
desire,
up
doing this the marshal came
and
Tansfer fiubbs
solutely the brightest, cleanest, most
asked her what she meant, and she
wholesome and most entertaining mu- DLST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
answered"Tou doan 'spoee white man
sical comedy ever offered to a
I'm gwine ter 'low some odder wench
Addrest W. L. TRIMBLE it CO,
public. It is a propeller of merAlbuquerque. N. M.
paid
tor
to use de furnlshuns done,
laughter.
compellor
a
riment,
of
hearty
myself." Fanny was arrested, but po
25 cents per
papers,
melancholy
Old
will
FOR
SALE
with
faces
fresco
It
one appeared against he so she U out
hundred, at the Citizen office. '
'. Mm
T
V HarriK. of Pueblo, who happy smiles, chase the blues back to
on peace bonds,
Is
you
Indiga,
life
make
feci
and
that
W.
C.
family
of
visiting
the
The trolley wire was being strung has been
Native and Chicago Lumber.
Todd, left this afternoon for Trlnidan. worth living.
along Lincoln avenue today.
Mrs. J. Van Houten, after a visit of a
O. A. MATSON, MnnagiT.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM"V. P. Waring Is on .as temporajr
PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
POLICE COURT.
agent for the Santa Fe again, relieving few days with' hsr parents here, reLongest! Sash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
More!
Best!
Wears
Looks
Ohrrlp, Iteljuco ami Voi t ls !:nvo
Agent J, W. Lucas, who left today for turned this afternoon to her home, in Several Offenders Fined Two Inter- "Mtir.
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
Full Measurel
Most Economical
HaaiMiilileit a eonttnii.v t urttitH Unit luia
never- li'n ei milled In I lie anutliwet.M
a trip to Canailu. lie will le gone about Raton.
esting Cases This Afternoon.
Albuquerque,
I'lioi'iiix, Aria , Dully Itepulillean. OctoAvenue,
First Street and bead
. tfcirty days.
J. C. Brojnajem received the tad Irv
.
ber 1U, lMO'j.
Police court started out this morning
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House Furnishings

EARLY

OBERLE STOCK GO.

Photo-nrranh-

Heating
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What Is the Use
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Art
Brautiful

BUTMAN'S STUDIO
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Have Your Carriage Bepaired. ...

Harness Repaired,

Carving Sets
Pocket Knives

Scissors and

Fs9ieml

Plated Coffee

Horses Shod With

and Tea Pots

We Guarantee

Plated Ware

Our

Work

i
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I
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Our Prices Are Lcwei
Than Eve: Before
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THEJALBUQUEKQUE DAILY" CITIZEN

after the performance, the memlier of
the staff In order to be real sure, asked

Avers

....THE FAIR....

him If It really was he who

Hair Vigor

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Granite ware, Unionwaro, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.
Give us a call.

Keep your own hair.
Get more. Have a clean

I J. W. MALETTE

Alvarado.
Charles Johanhocke and mother,
Louisville;
D. Radcllffe,
William
Belen; C. Kircher, St.
A. W.
Wells, W. G. Choate, El Paso; H.
Pasc; H. Kelly, John A. Itoss, Las
Vegas; F. L. Rice, Chicago; L. A.
Hughes, Santa Fe; Mrs. E. P. Jones,
Miss C. F. Jones, Findlay, Ohio; T. S.
Alford, J. C. James, Denver; B. E.
Payne and wife, Los Angeles; O. A.
Richardson, Roswell; Mrs. C. M. Harrington, Poit Huron, Mich.; Mrs. F. R.
Harrington, Bislee, Ariz.; R. B.
and wife, Mexico; N. Carney, H.
M. Billings, Denver; C. 11. Hammit,
'
San Francjgco.
,

C.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

AN OLD FASHIONED

THANKSGIVING DINNER
was always a bounteous repast, and
was made an occasion of general rejoicing, and the dining room was made
as attractive as possible. Everyone
should have the cnning room Look
cheery and bright for this festive occasion, and a new sideboard, table, china
closet, chairs or buffets from our
stock will have, - the desired
effect. We guarantee all our goods as
represented, or your money back.

.

.

Journal-Democra-

8tufges European. '
H. W. Kelly, Las Vegas
Richard
Dunn; James G. Milne, Lucerne, Colo.";
H A. Sinks, Denver; W. H. Tallott,
Co.
Wayneslioro, Va.; J. B. McKeough,
Chicago; Mark Harrison, Cleveland,
West End Viaduct
Ohio; W.- F. Kuchenbecker and wife,
Cor. 8econd Street and Gold Avenue
Gallup; . V. B. Bloom, New York; Eugene A. Fiske, Santa Fe; J. W. Crawford and family, Mrs. M. K. Porter,
Charleston; R. W. Hill, Denver; John
S. AlexARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS C. Lamasters, Los Lunas;
ander, Socorro; A. M. Bogy, Jr., St.
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town w' Sen employs Louis; Mrs. Simon Neustadt, Mrs.
Louis Trauer, Los Lunas; W. R. Patfirst class workmen.
terson, Los Angeles.
Thirty years' experience In seHotel Highland.
lecting the latest novelties In the
D. Dunham, Kansas City; H. R.
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the lead-In- Meinicke, Cincinnati, Ohio; Ellen C.
cloth firms of Europe and Greer, J. S. Greer, Holbrook, Ariz.; L.
A. Faires, El Paso.
America.
The beet cloth display for Fall
Grand Central.
and Winter In Mexico.
W. P. Walsh, Arkansas; Miss Mer-riWe solicit your patronage, gen- -'
and Bister, Las Vegas; E. J. Reytlemen dresser. Satisfaction guar, nolds, Chicago; J. W. Hanson, San
antecd or no sale.
Francisco.

Frank Tomci & Bros.

',

,

oeococoooeotxD

.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers

(

tt

KILL THE DANDRUFF GERM.

U, S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and thev Atchisou, To
peka and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.0?
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
--

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
5
2 Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice

J

II. F. Raynolds,

,

A

K.

presi- -

McMillan

j

Or Your Hair Will Fall Out Till You
Become Bald.
Modern science has discovered that
dandruff Is caused by a germ that digs
up the scalp In scales, as it burrows
down to the roots of the hair, where It
destroys the hair's vitality, causing
falling hair, and, ultimately, baldness.
After Prof. Unna, of Hamburg, Germany, discovered the dandruff germ.
all efforts to find a remedy failed until
the great lalioratory discovery was
made which resulted In Newhro's Her-plclde. It alone of all other hair prep
arations kills the dandruff germ. Without dandruff, hair grows luxuriantly.
"Destroy the cause, you remove the
effect." Send 10 cents In Stamps for
sample to The Herplclde Co., Dept.
'
'F," Detroit, Mich.
.

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER ....
and there is nothing in the city like the as-- (
sortment of leather pocketbooks, gent's
traveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
glad to show and quote special prices.

T. Y. Maynard.
Watch inspector

the Jeweler.
A., T.
&

S. F.

tKC4K:acttccaxoott)xxKra

Still a Growing
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached ihe snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. Wo are sole agents for CHASE & 8ANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We a!so have a full line of blended coffee
ct prices to cult frcru 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the cost cf the 40'und 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In the territory.

A. J..MAL0Y, 214

W. Railroad Ave

03tx;cDx3crococo
Residence, Automatic 'Phono
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 11$.

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC ' RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

Planing Hill Co.,

t

"xoeooejoeoo

o

AT COLOMBO HALL.

The Oberld Stock Company's First Ap
pearance Last Night.
The Oberle Stock company in "Tho
Lest Taradise" lat--t night gave Albuquerque a most 'pleasant surprise. A
good performance was expected, but
no one was prepared for the refreshing
clever and aitibtic manner in which
the company made the initial appearance of their week's engagement. The
play is a beautiful story and is not only
enteitainlni-'- , but instructive as well.
Mr. Oberle as the young mill superintendent with a great heart and strong,
broad mind, held the interest of his
audience from his first appearance to
the final curtain, alls voir e, action and
make up were all in harmony and each
varying emotion brought him nearer
to an ideal interpretation of the part.
Me was well supported by Miss Lovell,
the company's leading lady, who assumed the role of the rich mill owner's
daughter.
Idolized
It is a different
part as there is int little in It to win
sympathy. So much the more credit
is due her, for by her personal efforts
she scored a success which called
foith frequent rounds of applause. She
diowb the true artistic spirit In the at
tention given to minute details. Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Belmour are looked
upon as old friends, for last night was
not their first appiarawe here. Their
work is always pleaainp aud in 'The
Lost raradise" they pleased old frleuda
and made new ones. Miss Delia Buck-Icas a pretty, innocent and vivacious
country girl warmed the hearts of all
and simply filled the theater with
brightness. Harry MeAuMffe as a hale
299 fellow well met and with a good word
for ail. made a decided hit. Miss Virginia C rami a aud Ezra Norris made
fun for everyone, as an eccentric pair
lactury.
Mlr.s
of sparks from t ti
I'lanna Is possisscd of much magnetcomism and a fat uity of rnt.-rinpletely Into the spirit of a part portrayed. Her every appi fi: mice was
haib'd with delight. Mr. Norris was a
revelation. One of The f itixeu's staff
holding a conversation with him a
few moments before he went upon the
stage to make up. His change from
the quiet, genial l.uslnets manager to
the uncouth, awkward aud illiterate
fact ory hand, was so complete, that
y
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CLUB BUILDINU;

h: B; PUTNEY,
WHOLESALE GROCER.
'"'V

-

Futrelle Furniture

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

.

.

.v

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

FABER,

ALBERT

:

Mo-me-

SIS4

Note Ail classified advertisements
or rai-- r "liners," one cent a word for
each insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this ofelor kept everyone In good humor and fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
showed himself capable of great talent
PERSONAL PKOPERTY LOANS.
In characterization. A chat with him
showed him to be possessed of great
.Headquarter for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtain, Blanket ane!
business ability Also ,and as one of the
'
owners and managers' of the company
'
.
House Furnishing Good.
he has helped greatly In its success. On Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
Edward Hamilton as leader of the Wagons and other Chattels, also on
strikers, George Boswoith as a polish- Salaries, FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
and Warren Sawyer to twelve . months " time is given.
ed gentleman
were all fine and altogether it Is the Wltnout delay and strictly., private.
best balanced and cleverest organiza- Goods remain in your possession. GET
tion of its kind that has ever visited OUR RATES before borrowing,, 4
private offices,
Albuquerque. Mr. Hamilton's tolo,
can never accuse you of poor
ofen evenings:
"The Clang of the Forge," was a treat.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
He will give another solo tonight, as
tatte if you get your new carRooms. 3 and 4 Grant Building,
will also Mb a Grace Hall, a mezzo sopet from our store, a w
305 West Railroad Avenue.
prano soloist who Is said to lie one of
have this Fall the most suthe best of our western production In
LOST OR STOLEN.
perb line of new Carpet aver
5
.
that line. .
shown In Albuquerque. Their
The play tonight will be "The Big IX)ST OR STOLEN Pocketbook conspecial point of beauty Is In
Casino" and it is an uproariously funny
taining two checks on First National
farce comedy.
bank, one for $240 and one $15. J. F.
correctness of pattern and
Ohde, C. C. Shultz blacksmith shop,
color, and we guarantee
10c Music 10c.
Copper avenue.
them to be match lees In duraKail & Learnard now have on sale
the complete line of standard sheet
bility. W also offer splendid
WANTED.
music contained In the Gem Catalogue
values 'In Matting, Linoleum, :
WANTED
public
The
to know that
cf the National Music company. Call
Oil .Cloth 'and .'all kind of
the Roosevelt rooming house has
or write for a free catalogue. It will
changed
hands;
Draperies. : V '.,,-rooms;
first
class
money.
ycu
time and
tave
303 and 311 Railroad avenue. Levi
10c MUSIC 10c.
Reynolds, proprietor.
WANTED A saleslady; must underIt Was a Blunder.
ill.
stand Spanish. The Maze.
The Optic Is trying to make capital
"OLD RELIABLE'
WANTED Situation by young man
out of a blunder the
t
, ESTABLISHED 1878
willing to do light work for board or
and the local correspondent of the
wages. Address "A. G.," this office.
Denver News made in publishing the
f-- alleged opinion of Judge Baker in the WANTED An
experienced
seamstress. Call at 408 West Coal ave
Socorro county election case, wherein
nue.
the articles stated that the judge had
ousted all the independent republican WANTED To purchase good horse
and democratic candidates and had orand buggy on easy payments, or hire
dered that 'certificates be Issued to the
by the' month. The best of care will
4
..- Carrtoa the Largmt
Flour, drain
defeated republican candidates, when
be given. Inquire at Gleasuer's tailor
I
no
u4
the judge had rendered no such decisshop. 216
South Second street.
and Provision.
ion and the case had not been conclud- WANTED To rent horse and rig an
StapleQroceHe
ed. No one regretted such an extreme
Car lots
touo4 Mnthwaat.
'hour or two each day; state price.
t (cUlty.
partisan view of the case, then pendAddress Careful, this office.
ing before the court, more than Judge WANTED A young lady stenograFARH AND FREIGHT WAOONS.
Baker.
pher with several years experience
I
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
It is now understood that Attorney
would like position; first class refAlexander, for the republican candierences given. Address Miss M.,
dates In the recent election of Socorro
Citizen office.
county, Is filing ten contest cases", and WANTED Retoucher
and printer.
the hearing of these suits will probaBut man's studio, 215 West Railroad
bly come up before Judge McMillan
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & CO.
avenue.
shortly.
WANTED Ten men In each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute sam10c Music 10c.
ples and circulars of our goods. Sal' Hall & Learnard now have on sale
ary $60 per month; $2.76 per day for
the complete line of standard sheet ' expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
music contained In the Gem Catalogue
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
of the National Music company. Call WANTED Manager of new branch of
or write for a free catalogue. It will
our business here in Albuquerque.
.'
save you time and money.
We manufacture Leather Pants, Coats, Moccasins, . Blacksmith
Address at once, with references, Al10c MUSIC 10c.
Aprons, and make Angora Ruga.
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
We do Custom Tanning of Hides, Skins and, Furs. .Satisfaction
Ohio.
Good Fresh Milk.
We pay the highest prices for Pelts which we. use In
guaranteed.
Men
WANTED
to
learn
barber
You get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
making our leather goods.
for $1.00 from Albers Bros", dairy. Try . trade. Special thirty day offer. More
Don't fall to examine our exhibit at the fair.
experience In one month than shops
us once.
In one year. Abundance of practice,
CXOOOOOO0
qualified teachers, tools presented,
Just received, a fine line of Brussels
wages
diplomas
Saturdays,
granted
and ingrain art squares, also velvet
and positions when competent. Quick
and axminster carpets. Our prices and
5
and practical method. Our system Is
ALBUQUERQUE
terms are within the reach of all. Fuwell known. Established in 1893.
trelle Furniture Co.. .
0
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis,
4
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
0
MandcL's.
'
If you want to be a barber write, 0 ...
a
MANUFACTURERS OF
..
0
Moler System Barber College RepCI
No premiums are given to make
Sith, Dcois, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
o
Lenox Soap sell. When you buy soap WANTED Active Catholic lady to 0
Office
and
o
Store Fixtures.
for tho premiums the soap manufacwork at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
0
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
turer makes you pay for them you
6
trial; permanent if satisfactory.
Mail Orders Solicited.
get either a smaller cake or poorer
ChiBldg.,
Engwall,
Lakeside
John
.1
403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
quality. Compare the size of the
cago.
5
Lenox Sonp cake.,
fco30oooooocao-CKMxoox-FOR SALE.
Notice to Tax Payers.
hereby
given that the first FOR SALE Bony, buggy, harness and
Notice is
half payment of the taxes for 1902 are
402
saddle. Will Bell separately.
duo and payable, and that the same
South Edith street.
will become delinquent on December 2, FOR SALE A young Jersey milk cow.
(Incorporated)
Vj2, on which date the usual penalties
Enquire at 815 Mountain road.
will ue added.
FOR BALL Several hundred pounds
CHAS. K. NEWHALL,
of old papers, good for wrapping
Tax Collector.
purposes, cheap. Address, The C1U
j
teu, Albuquerque, N. M.
!!'
Pay your taxes. See notice of coli(
mm
lector in another column.
FOR RENT.
Wool, Hides,

I Your Thanksgiving Friends

Mart.

Jk7r Co.,

played

HONEY TO LOAN

scalp. Restore the color
to your gray hair. It's
easy. Probably you Know
this already. Then tell
some friends about it.
J.

CLASSIFIED AUS.

'Billy." Miss Alice Groff won the love
of the audience with the delightful porgirl. Mr.
trayal of pure,
Beiasro as a fussy, precise old bach

ESTABLISHED 1886.

o,

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 18 1902

8HDSS.KELLY&C0.

Pelts

1.

o

mrn

Itev. Mrs. Swank, spiritual medium FOR RENT Five room brick cottage.
Inquire at 218 South Walter street.
and clairvoyant, natural born medium,
We. handle
born with a veil, developing or test TO RENT Two lurnlihed rooms for
K. C. Baking Powder,
Broad2r,
South
light housekeeping,
circle by appoint mi nt, medium quickly
Navajo Blankets,
way.
developed. Don't fall to consult her.
Curtice Canned Goods,
Readings daily from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. FOR RENT Brick residence, furnishColorado Lard anl Meats.
;
corral.
Also
and
stable
ed
bath.
Ueadiiii-sRoom 28, Llndell
fl.ou.
400
Enquire
West Railroad avenue.
hotel, 313 South Fiist Btreet.
Houses at
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
j ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAS
It costs you less per month, on mon718 Kent avenue.
ey borrowed from the Mutual Building FOR RENT Flat of three room and
VECAS, N. M. AND GLOR-- I
association, of Albuquerque, for the"i kitchen; modern Improvements. ApETA, N. M.
same time of loan, than from any othply to Thomas J. Topham, Coyote
er loan association. It Is a good assoWater Bottling Worka.
Officers FOR RENT Odd Fellows' hall, fifth
ciation to bornr.v from.
8
S
IB IT
II. Brockmeler, J.
and
directors:
Wednesday and Saturday for dances,
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
F. Pearce. F. Mi Kee, A. E. Walker,
parties, etc.
See A. D. Johnson,
Successor to Hailing Uros.
E. L. Medler. J. S. Heaven, B. A. Sley-eur- ,
agent.
Telephone
W. G. Hope and W. E. Rorits.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty
rOU WANTT
from $1.00 to $5 per week with baths.
Mr. Thomas, the favorite singer of
The Englewood, 2u5 North Second
We destro patrouage, and we
w.il sing the great
Albuquerque,
QUICK ANU RELIAOLEI
l.uking.
street, Stionz block.
guarantie
"Toreador" soii'4 fnun Carmen at Miss
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
St.,
207 S. Firtt
lictmhech's (omi'i Thanksgiving.
MISCELLANEOUS.
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
Prof. De Ma urn is too well known In DIAMONDS, watches and silver novelND TELEGRAPH CO.
this city to 111 cd :i v praise. His violin
Money
refundties at factory prices.
ft
solos have deliubi 'I many an audience
ed If not satisfactory. Send for illusuocxxxxxxocxxx)ooconoocy
musically has been
and bis iuflueni
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
oio9OO9OmO9O0OOO
nil who have heard
of treat benefit
Diamond company, 27 Maiden Land,
one of his finest
him. He will pi
New York city.
HOTEL CLAIRE...
solos at the mx it at Colombo hall IMPROVED
Automatic Oasl.ghter,
lights fas without mi tchc-s- ; Just
Thanksgiving iii - t
SANTA FE, N. M. 2
sensational Karvel. Sample
potato caki s and
Try Mrs. A. 1.,
U3'Z West Railroad Avenue.
2".c, dozen $1.10. lijn't delay; get
home made mini meat.
fire proof,
some today. Hamburger Gaslightc--r
3
avenue,
79
Chicago.
Co.,
Fifth
The Mutiu.1 I 'ling association of
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
managed at a very
Albuquerque
MELINI & EAKIN
TO LOAN.
AND
SANITARY
BATHS
expense,
." stockholders and
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
LIQUORS
& CIGARS
esgood
on
Money
to
Jj.oi.ii
'
real
WHOLESALE
bonowers tb' i ' 1:1 iviug the spicial
LARGE
ROOM
SAMPLE
tate security. M. E. flickey, Cromloan associations
benefits that in.
COMMERCIAL MEN.
FOR
"
building.
Hue
well
We handle everything in our
pay to their e!
i'n
and solicitors.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
Distillers Aleuts
Umv
In
the
some m
series
PLAN- Home uiailo thread, cahrs and pies
&
Williams
begun ia Octol- - take out a loan and at Mrs. Ackers, Col heleher arenue.
SiiccU'.l distributors Taylor
GEO. E, ELLIS,
iiy
Louisville, Kentucky.
making small
own your h'n.
Proprietor and Owner.
instead of paying
monthly payn" ':
Home made bread, cakes and pies
Albuquerque, N. M.
111 S. First St.,
rent. A. E. Wall r, secretary.
at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
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Pure, Palatable, Popular.
MALTA-VIT-

Mrs. 8. M.' Patterson and family re
Los Angeles.
Dr. C. R. Luton of the Michigan New
Mexico company, loft for his home in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. He expects
to return In a few weeks.
N. Hughes has sold his herd of cat
tle to John Robson. Mr. Hughes has
reached that age where the labor of
caring for a bunch of cattle Is too
much for him, and he thinks he In entitled to take life a little more easily.
The Lordsburg electric light plant
and Ice works appear to be In financial difficulties. The two plants are
really one concern, operated by one
boiler and one management. It has
done a good business, but it would
probably take an expert accountant to
determine
where the trouble was.
The lights quit operating Sunday
night, as did the ice plant, although
the ice on hand has been peddled out
since then. Monday E. C. Belt, the
owner of the plant, and H. L. Gam
mon, who formerly was In parnershlp
with him, and who has mortage on
the plant, went to Sliver City to con
suit their lawyers and arrange for the
continuation of the business. The
closing of the light plant greatly dis
arranged the numerous patrons of the
Institution, who had got used to the
lights and had to go back to lamps,
candles, and the "lights of other days

turned from her trip to

A

"THE PERFECT FOOD"

7ie Great Dyspepsia Destroyer.
FOOD,
MALT A VITA la the VITAL, tho
tho INVICOKATOR OF BRAIN AND BODY.
LIFE-GIVIN-

G

f

MALTA-VITis the original and only perfectly
cooked, thoroughly malted, flaked, and toasted whole wheat food,
A

qualities,
and contains more nutrition, more
more nerve stimulant than is found in any other food.
tissue-buildin-

g

Perfect Health Is Sustained
by a Perfect Food.
MALTA-VIT-

"The perfect food," eaten

breakfast and supper Insures perfect

for

digestion and removes

of the ills of life
are due to poor digestion. Perfect health, sound, restful sleeps clear complexion, bright eyes, clean, white
teeth, sweet breath are the blessings that follow a regular
diet of MALTA-VITA- .
Insist on getting MALTA-VITBeware of imitations.
"The perfect food." Requires no cooking,
always ready to eat. Relished by old and young, sick'
or well.
Large package 15c at your grocer's.
all cause of Insomnia nod dyipepsla.
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Let us figure on your plumbing.
buquerque Hardware company.

Any man who doesn't take advant
age of our great shirt sale by laying in
a supply for the next twelve months,
ought not to wear any. The Lion
Store.
hit
The thrifty buyer knows that the
"Lion Store" Is the money saving spot.
Magdalena.
Mrs. Charlotte Cortesy was called to Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.60 men's shirts
Kelly on business.
Dr. Charles R. Keyes returned to So- at 48c. The Lion Store.
corro from a trip to St. Louis on business connected with the School of

The Union
Market

Mines.

three miles south of town, and other
Miss Helen Glldersleeve, of Santa
property interests. He is an accom Fe, came down to enter the School of
plished young Englishman and num- Mines. She will make her home with
bers many friends in Carlsbad. The her grandparents, Col. and Mrs. E. W.
bride is a daughter of a celebrated Eaton.
landscape artist whose home is in ColMax B. Fitch, of Magdalena, wag in
orado Springs, at which place Mr. Ev- the city to meet his sister, Miss Bessie,
ery is also in the brokerage business. who was returning from an extended
Some of the finest strawberry visit with relatives and friends In the
plants ever seen in this section were east.
brought in, Saturday, from the Tracy
When the clouds and miBts rolled
t
orchard, a specimen of which was away from the Magdalena mountain
large,
They
office.
are
left at this
Wednesday morning they revealed the
healthy and acclimated, and Mr. mountains clad in a heavy mantle of
Tracy will dispose of a few to parties snow, the first of the season.
desiring them in this neighborhood.
Pantaleon Gonzales, of Lemltar, and
More strawberry beds should be plant Miguel Torres and Pablo Torres, of Soed in this section, and these plants, corro, have registered at the School of
raised here, offer better opportunities Mines. Thus the percentage of in
for successful growth than those crease over any former enrollment
wa,
brought in from eastern or southern ' goes merrily on.

FARMINGTON.

From tue Hustler.
W. A. Hunter and wife returned
home from Durango.
' H. T. Hubbard,
who was for some
time Quite ill, has about entirely recovered.
John 8. Rodgers has accepted a position as bookkeeper in the First National bank.
E. C. Arnold had the mlBfortune to
badly Injure his leg a few nights ago
by coming In contact with a wagon
tongue, carelessly left in the street.
Mrs. A. F. Stump returned from Effingham, 111., where she went to undergo surgical treatment
We are
pleased to say the lady comes back
completely restored to, health.
George Butler, 8. E. Shoemaker and
Woolman Waggoner, engaged In surveying the new Navajo canal, were all
In town last week. The report the
work progressing nicely, and soon to
be completed enough to allow beginning of construction.
Arthur Thompson returned from the
Tort ColllnB agricultural college, and
will remain at home for the balance of
the winter. Tom Locke, who has also
been in attendance at the college, is
likewise expected home during the
week.
W. G. Ogle and It. D. Gerard, representing the Mutual Life Insurance
company of New York, report having
net with good success while In the
country. These two gentlemen, accompanied by E. N. Buck and Dr. O. C.
McEwen, will leave overland for Albuquerque next Wednesday morning.
A. B. McClure, of Aztec, accompa
nied by T. It. Bousman, H. Mosley and
' O. Y. Gaskins, all of Texas, were sight
seeing in this vicinity. The latter gen
tlemen are home seekers who have
concluded to make San Juan county
their home In future, providing suitable ranches can be purchased.

207 West Gold Avenue.
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MALTA.VITA PURE, FOOD CO.,
Toronto, Canada
Battle Creek, Mich.

New Mexico Towns
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FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
stable, up to date; Third street.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
Fourth street; $15 per month.
brick, East Rail
FOR RENT
road avenue; $18 per month.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
Lewis avenue and Williams street
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Good business lots oa
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain ; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner in
brick house,
Fourth ward,
with bath room and all modern con
venlences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn:
FOR SALE On North First street, 3
room frame house, 2 Iota 60x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on Install
ments if purchaser desires.
FOR SALE 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
brick house and
FOR SALE
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
feet. In Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
la in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid'
vale property; will be sold cheap.
brick house,
FOR SALE Fine
North Fourth street; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near
corner Third street; includes Albu
querque planing mill.
FOR SALE Fine place. South Broad
way; 3 lots, 160x142 feet; with wind
mill and tank; good house, stable,
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden.
etc. Look at this property.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms,
with oath room, furnished; in High
lands; splendid location; trees, sta
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50j, balance on installments
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms and bath room; electric lights
and aS modern Improvements, in a
fine location. Price, 6,500.
adobe house on
FOR SALE
corner of Fifth street and Slate ave
nue. This house is modern built and
will be sold at a bargain.
FOR SALE The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water,
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tijeras road
and Marquette avenue; good loca
tton for business.
brick house
FOR SALE Fine
south of post office; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
brlca uouse. with all modern im
provements and will be sold cheap.
oritk house near
FOR SALE
shops, with good stable and other lm
provements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE
frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good lo
cation.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
ing house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops
FOR SALE I room new brick house
Lot 50x142 feet
in Highlands.

The walls of Yunker'g new brick
All kinds of Fresn Meats handled.
building
on lower Manzanares avenue
OAKS.
WHITE
are laid nearly to the top of the first Banaaga making a specialty.
story. It is refreshing to see that
From the Eagle.
Miss Pearl Keith is visiting her sis- somebody at last feels warranted in
erecting a new building in the city. It
ter, Mrs. Leslie Ellis.
Miss Effle Hicks, sister of Mrs. S. M. Is safe to predict that others will folWharton, returned to Brownwood, low in the near future.
Texas.
HILL8BORO.
Misses Midge and Dottle Thomson,
nieces of Mrs. Jones Taliaferro, left
K- -j Qmn itir
j i
via El Paso for their home in Temple, From the Advocate.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Knight, of Lake
Texas.
cjt
Hon
White Oaks Is doing a good business Valley, are in town.
When the storm clouds lifted Wed
this fall. A line of freight wagons are
kept busy between White Oaks and nesday they left a blanket of snow on
the main range.
Carrizozo all the time.
The recent election seemed to have
The Eagle Mining and Improvement
company is putting In a set of four con- cured many old sores and created
centrators af the Old Abe. The exca- some new ones.
Some of the machinery in the Porter
vation is about completed and the
B. A. SLEYSTER.
concentrators will set south of the mill mill is being overhauled, preparatory
to making another run of Ready Pay
on the north side of the canyon.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
ore.
SOCORRO.
REAL ESTATE,
The Andrews school opened with
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Miss Edna Anderson as teacher. The
From the Chieftain.
school house has Just been completed ROOMS 1214. CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Mrs. Frank Knoblock was of the
and this is Miss Edna's first school
Automatic Telephone 174.
number who arrived in Socorro from The young lady has the best wishes of
her numerous friends.
CARLSBAD.
MADE A TURN OVER.
Mrs. E. F. Pearson informs The Ad
vocate that preparations are already
From the Argus.
Any One Can Do It.
underway to do a large amount of de
Mrs. H. F. Christian has been suffer-inA principal In a public school In
velopment work on the Mamie Rich
with a very severe attack of
Ohio had a food experience that will mond mine. A force of men are now
many
be
familiar
to
school
teachers.
engaged In repairing the road to the
A letter received here recently by
The hard work of the school room
Mrs. F. G. Tracy announced the death was so wearing that I was completely mine.
Juan Garcia, who lives on the river
of William, the infant son of Mr. and worn out and could barely walk home
got his leg caught In a hay baler one
Mrs. W. L. McEwen, of Cooperstown, at night
Railroad Ave.
and at other times I was so day this week. Dr. Given was called
New York, from pneumonia. The be
diffi to attend the unfortunate fellow. The
was
with
much
nervous
it
that
ex
many
friends here
reaved couple's
culty I ate or slept. I attributed my limb was so badly mangled that
First Clasa Work Guaranteed.
tend slncerest condolences.
health to improper food, and
was necessary. The leg was
The Denver News recently printed failing
Cleaning and repairing neatly done
that it would be necessary to quit taken off just below the knee. Garcia
a good picture of James J. Hagerman felt
my profession or get some food that is but twenty years of age.
the Pecos valley "apple king," and de would
sustain my nerves.
It is reported here that the Hlllsboro
votes two columns to writing up his
MEN AND WOMEN
enough at this Juncture Gold Mining & Milling Co. and the
lp Bif M fr unuatnral
achievements In the western railway I "FortunatelyGrape-Nut- s
very
ft
I
to
am
la
discovered
and
J
Snake and Opportunity people have g J
world, and in this section's irrigation
or ulr"tiiuiit
trntaiiuus
M( l. .irtci.r.
membranes
trp.i.ieM,
wucoui
systems. It is a deserved tribute to a grateful that I did. After using the consolidated their Interests, and that
and tiut
inu
I
decidedly
food
a
month
felt
better
for
groups
will
two
Hi
of
mines
gem
famous
EwisCHtMiciiCa.
these
or poiMiDuus.
strong man.
fTT
"
E. A. Hersperger, formerly of Carls- and like a new man resurrected from be under one management. It Is Bald Yg0iN(SHIIUTI,l
or ten to plain wrapper.
bad, now mining In Alamogordo, has the grave. The sluggish feeling, head that the mines well be extensively def wiprvM, prepaid, fur
ii.uu. or i ooitit-- fi.7.
spells
nervous
all
left
have
ache
and
Gar
on
will
large
works
veloped
and
reduction
t$e
lease
years'
a
ten
secured
Circular teuft on request.
be erected for reducing the ores of the
net erouD of mines, and will at once me and I feel young and active.
"I can better concentrate my mind mines.
1902
1882
commence active development work
nerves have
Ed. Armer passed through town
The mines are regarded as very rich upon my work because my
and easily worked, as fifteen cars of been strengthened and my health and to bring back to the home ranch near
ore were taken out and shipped during energy has returned and I take inter- Kingston several fine goats of the
agents
casino and Ora brand
the first rough development, which run est in my work which before seemed a noted Armer flock, which had taken Sola Canned for
Goods, Dealers in
burden.
valuable prizes at the recent exhibit
from 14 to $800 to the ton.
every day be of the Angora Goat Breeders' Associa
"I used Grape-Nut- s
Staple and Fancy Groceries
The invitations are out for the marErnest H. Every to Miss cause it is the best food for my sys tion at Kansas City. Accompanying
214 South Second street.
Young, in Colorado Springs, December tem, has restored my health and I am these were a fullblooded Angora doe Hulsboro Crecmery Butter Beat oa
sec
correspondingly grateful." Name given for which Mrs. Armer paid $100, and
JO. Mr. Every used to live in this
oara
Angora buck Orders solicited.
an Imported
free delivery,
tion, owning the Elllce ft Every rancn, by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
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BRAIN and MUSCLE.
Millions are eating

DUNBAR'S

A Policeman's Testimony.
J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
least half a dozen advertised cough
,
medicines and had treatment from
two physicians without getting any
benefit. A friend recommended Foley's
Honey and Tar and two thirds of a botNEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
tle cured me. I consider It the greatest
cough and lung medicine in the world."
Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
Alvarado Pharmacy.
Security at Law Rates of
Interest.
LORDSBURG.

'CFood

L

inor, for which she paid

from Asia

18 1902

Pratt &

Co

$1,000.

FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
avenue and Seventh street.
brick house; lot
FOR SALE
50x142

feet;

$1,500.

(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

"

.

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING. PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXE8 .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company
Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

aoaa

...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

Vines, Liquors Cigars and
Bar Supplies
WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE 80UTHWE8T. ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENT8 FOR LEMP'8 ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

BACHECHI
107 and 109 8.

First Street.

GIOMI
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
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LIGHT.
COOL.
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Hips or Duk.
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Telephone 143.
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

BELEN, N. M.

IT. PALMER.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention

house, North Sec
FOR SALE
Pure Ligbt Brahma Eggs for Matching
ond street; 2 lots for $1,100.
Albuqueroua N-- w MeaJca.
with
house,
Brick
FOR SALE
501 North Flrit Street
bargain
2 lots, south postofflce, at a
frame house on
FOR SALES
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
FOR SALE Fine property close in
and drain.'
brick house and stable, modern im
provements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
Imported French and Italian
wind mill and tank; will be sold
IN
DEALERS
Ooods.
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms
GROCERIES AND MOOORS.
Sole age.ts for Saa Antonio Lima.
Good location; cheap.

Toti &'Gradi

E. H. DUNBAR

Telephone 147.

free delivery to alt parts of tha city.
til , III, ilT Norta TUrd

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN TUESDAY
THOUSANDS OF WOMEN SUFFER,
NEW SANTA FE LINE.
AND MANY DIE, OWING TO
Will Reach Portions of Three
FALSE TREATMENT.
States.

R.ailroad Topics
W. Wlnton has gone to the hospital
on account of the Injury to
his eye at Winslow last August.
Max. Kalter, formerly of this city,
is now employed by the Santa Fe Central Railway company at Kennedy.
The San Marcial new depot Is to be
built by contract. This means that
when the work thereon Is undertaken
the building will be rushed to a finish.
The Las Cruces Citizen says: It
will take about ten days yet before the
surveying party are ready to commence the survey on the proposed new
line, Alamogordo, Las Cruces and Dealing.
Six of the near engines for the El
Paso Northeastern system have arrived at Alamogordo and Expert Slsler
has been busy all the week putting
them together and getting them Into
operation.

at Pueblo

We sell tne greates ef blood purifiers, Acker's Blood Ellxer, under a positive guarantee.
It will cure chronic end other blood poisons. If you
have eruptions or sores on your body,
or are pale, wetk or run down, it Is
Just what you need. We refund money
if you are not satisfied. 60 cents and
1. J. H. O'Rielly & Co, and B. H.
Brlggs c Co.

PAINE'S CELERY

Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
The thirteenth annual report of the
Pennsylvania lines west of Pittsburg
voluntary relief department shows a
membership at the close of the fiscal
year June 30 of 23,179, an increase of
2,122. The average number of members disabled per day was 778, or 35
for each 1.000. The death rate was 13
for each 1,000. Applications for membership were 11,010, while the cessations of membership were 8,868. Of
There Is no cough medicine so popu.

lar as Foley's Honey and Tar. It contains no opiates or poisons and never
falls to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy,
o

this number 8,00 left the service.

COMPOUND

Differ-e-nt

that the Santa Fe has started

$103,202,500

DIAMOND
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Write
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Very good indeed. I wonder what will come next to make
things easy. Presto is a most excellent preparation.

Ita Fifth Avenue, October

Company

10, 190a.
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"Where Shall I Inure?"

Company of New York
KtcHAao A. McCvbdt, President.

Darby A. Day, Mgr., Albuquerque, N. M.
present arrangement, the company has
to transfer all messages between the
lines on the Santa Fe Central and on
the Rock Island across town by special
messenger, but this feature this company Is now working to overcome, and
It will not be long until the company
will have a direct line from El Paso
to any point on the new line by way of
Torrance. This connection will greatly facilitate matters in the handling of
business from El Paso to Colorado
points, for should the line be down between El Paso and Santa Fe the com
pany will be able to cut in and use the
line over the Rock Island and Santa Fe
Central routes, which will give them
two outlets from El Paso."

Startling, But True.
"If every one knew what a grand
medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is,"
wrltea D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.,
"you'd sell all you have in a day. Two
weeks' use has made a new man of
me." Infallible for constipation, stom 20
ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug
stores.

A. SKINNER

Staple and

DEMINQ.
A

ir.pc"sn Tcurisi

Fancy Groceries
WEST

RAILROAD

A. E.

WALKER

siccpir.g Cers

AVfcNUlC

'i. at.

SI.PC".

FIRE INSURANCE

HlIeaea(avIlS

Few Pointers About a Good Town In
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Southern New Mexico.
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
Keep your Aye on Dentins:.
Demlng has lust been incorporated.
Demlng, the coming city of New

Mexico.

Demlng baa a magnificent school
system.
Doming, the railroad center of New
fexloo.
Demlng, the gateway to the beet
art of Old Mexico.
Demmgl Dont overlook It If you
are looking for a sale and paying In-

CLICO

Mausard's Mills,

Tourist Sleeping Cars.

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

.1,1

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

FLOUR AND BKN IN CARLOAD
Demlng, the aeat of the bjw county
LOTS A SPECIALTY.
of Luna.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Demicg la the great mining center
of the southwest.
Deming water la chemically pure-eq-ual
to Polan Springs.
iteming has increased 60 per cent. In
population in four years.
P. IMPS,
Demlng water and pure ozone make
strong and healthy people.
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
Investments in Demin? lota will
METAL FENCING, HITCH
double and treble In one yew.
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant
and electrics light sjitem under con

Nicely equipped and
Providing every
Comfort

L

SANTA FE

vestment

.

THE

1

A. D. JOHNSON
WELL-MAKIN-

tract

In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses is five times in excess of the
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
tor irrlgaUng vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lota and build In Demlng. Your
n
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on
the investment.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
In Deming good safe loans can N
What Some People of Croaker In had at better ratea than in the old ea
tablished towns.
stincts Said About It.
In Demlng you can buy lots for $100
"When the Santa Fe Central Rail vhich
will pay you 100 per cent 1 teas
road company first organized," said a than twelve months.
well known railroad man to the El
In Deming another good Lotel Is
Paso Herald the other day, "many peo- aeeded to accommodate the enormous
ple said that it would never be built, increase of population.
Demlng is a great health resort
and that it was simply a scheme to get
baa no superior in climate for the cure
the Santa Fe Railroad company to buy of
nuimonary troubles.
them off. From the evidence, however
Demlng will be tbe great smelter
that can now be seen, it is certain that senter. Two large plants will be inthe company will do all it has prom stalled within tbe year.
Why buy high priced lots when you
Ised. The officers are pushing their
grading work all they can and no can get them cheap in Demlng now,
doubt will be ready to commence lay with certain advance assured T
Agricultural lands In Deming are un
ing steel 'by the first of January next
for fertility, production of
They have also jut placed an order surpassed
fruits ana vegetables of all kinds.
gontwenty-fivcars,
box
for
fifteen
Deming! Have you been thereT It
dolas, four roaches, and one private not, you should get there for the big
car. They have also placed an order sale of lota on the 17th of this month.
for one lbx24 inch mogul and two J Demlng offers the same opportuni19x24-incmogul ciiKines
with the ties now that the most prosnerom
same company, requesting delivery as cities In the weH offerea several yean
i
soon as possible. All these orders I Demlng neeas one nundred
new
placed
and
for
have not been
fun
houses to supply the demand, and
would not have been placed had not needs them now. This demand con- jthe company intended to do some- - I tlnues to grow.
I
Deming ships over iuO.000 head of
tning.
annually; is the center of the
"The Postal Telegraph people have cattle
breeding region in the south- also secured the viiihl of way over the . greatest
west and cattle men all know this.
Santa Fe Central line and as this com- i
o
pany has a line over both the Santa Fe j Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
and Rock Island ioals, it will be In po- ( 205 South First street, over the Hyde
sition to handle the traffic on the new Exploring Expitlon store, is prepared
line in better shape than any other tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
company. At Torrance, under the hair dressiing, treat corns, bunions

Emile Cuilard, with Id re. Aator,

What does your cook say?

to--

The Mutual Life Insurance

DYES

--

Insurance Co. of New York

Your life insurance policy
is not protected by such secur
ity, unless it is in The Mutual.

.

De-Wi- tt

LIT

$352,838,971

;

e

0
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Orer ty per ml, of total bank clearaacee of lb
couatry la 1901 aaaied through Mw vara
Clearing Houm.
Combined capital New York CltjrClcaring Houm banki

aaatts Tha Mutual

and Ingrowing nails. 8he gives mas
A.
sage treatment and manpurlng. Mrs.
comown
of
preparations
Bambini's
:
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and are
Fancy Groceries a
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Provisions
.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; re
Albuquerque.
moves moles, warts and superfluous 923 S. Second St.
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder, which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
Railroad Time Table
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegetable compounds. Give her a trial.
Automatic telephone 490.
Don't miss the opportunity to have
your measure taken by an expert cutter, direct from Strauss Bros., Chicago, at our store, Monday and Tues(la tCect June 1. 1902.)
day, Over 400 samples In the pieces
to select from. Simon Stern, Railroad
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
avenue clothier.
No. 1. California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: 06 p.m.
STOVE WORK.
No. 3, California Limited... .10:60 a.m.
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
stove work done and get a good Job by
No. 2, Atlantic Express . .... S :30a.m.
competent mechanics.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:56 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express.
7:30 p.m.
An Expert' Cutter.
ARRIVES FROM 80UTH.
Direct from Chicago here on Monday No. 22, Atlantic Express . ... 7:10a.m.
and Tuesday, to take measures for
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
11 : 00 p m.
winter overcoats, suits, trousers and No. 27, Mexico Express
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
waistcoats. This Is a good opportun8:05 a.m.
Atlantic Express
ity for any one wanting their clothes No. 2,
No. 4, Chicago Limited ......11:45 p-made to order. We guarantee fit, style No. 8, Chicago Express
(:45p.m.
and workmanship. Simon Stern, the
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Railroad avenue clothier.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:16p.m.
No, 3, California Limited .... 11 : 00 a.m.
Gents' suits cleaned and pressed $1 No. 7, Mex. ft Cal. Express.. 10 :45p.m.
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
up. S. Knopf, 107 North First street,
and No. 2 from the west.
o
No. a arrives Thursday and MonCarpenters' and machinists' tools of days.
No. 4 arrives 'ruesday and Friall kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware days.
company.
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
F. L. MTERS. Agent.
T.

BRITANA
General
Merchandise

More than Half

Fails" to Banish Disease and
not be long until the
Santa Fe
Lasting
mileage equals the new mileage of Its
Health.
fast expanding rival.
First the Santa Fe went to work put
Thousands of women are kept in
sickness for months and years owing ting in new lines in Oklahoma. Next
to false treatment and the use of came rumors of Important extensions
worthless medicines, and we are in- in Texas and in Old Mexico. Then the
clined to believe Jbat Milton thought proposed New Mexico cut off was in
of this class of almost dying women corporated. 1 he very latest report is
'
that the Santa Fe Is planning to build
when he said:
a 250 mile line north from the vicinity
"The angelic fuards ascended,
of Needles, Cal., through the corner
mute and Sad." ;
The common sense treatment of to- of Nevada and thence across into Utah
day for weak, rundown and suffering to connect with the Denver & Rio
women, Is Paine's Celery Compound. Grande at Cedar City, Utah.
Th'e proposed line will probably fol
This marvelous medicine Is spoken of
In every part of the civilized world, low the general line of the Black Canand men and women of all classes de- yon of the Colorado, which is an extenrive new life from Its use. M. Eliza- sion of the Grand Canyon. It will reach
beth, Messlck, Marietta, Ohio, writes a rich mining country, and will give
about her rescue from a low condition railroad facilities to a country which
has heretofore been struggling along
of physical weakness. She says:
"Eight years ago I was most success- without.
In speaking of the proposed exten
fully operated on for an ovarian tumor,
weighing twenty-fivpounds. After sion, the Searchlight, of Lincoln counthe operation tonics and foods were ty, Nev., Just north of Needles, says:
"R. B. Burns, chief engineer of the
used In vain to bring back strength.
In some way Paine's Celery Compound Santa Fe Pacific; J. T. Williams. locatcame to the rescue, and it really ing engineer, also of the Santa Fe Paseemed that four doses produced a cific; F. H. Mlnard, a mining engineer
change. I was then 16 years old, and of Denver, and J. B. Graham, stenog
bad three years more of school work. rapher, arrived here Saturday by way
Your compound is the only thing I of Manvel and left Wednesday mornhave to thank for strength during the ing for Eldorado and Cedar City, Utah.
"While as yet nothing definite has
last three years at school. Now, I am
eight months of each year in the south been given out by those in authority,
in home missionary work among the still by the simple process of putting
freedmen. This last spring I would two and two together encouraging rehave had to give up, but one bottle of sults follow. Less than two months
Paine's Celery Compound made me ago John Denalr, division superintend
over again. My sister cured her ec- ent of the Santa Fe, was here looking
Now comes Mr.
zema with Paine's Celery Compound. over the ground.
Burns, chief engineer, accompanied by
We recommend it to all."
a competent mining and locating en
gineer. It would appear that the Santa
Fe Is seriously considering building
for children's clothe are most
Into Searchlight.
In fact, Mr. Burns
rvlcaeble.
They color Jaik ta, coata, cape, ribbon',
practically admitted that his report
tock irj(r. aa well it dreeaea. No othrr dyn
equal Diamond Dyes in variety if utri;
would determine whether or not the
tbev never disappoi'-1road would be built.
Direction book and 45 dyed earn plra free
"During their stay here Mr. Mlnard,
PIAMOND DYKS UurllrgtoD. Vt
the mining engineer, made a thorough
examination of the different properties
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
located in the district The same careful
examination of the resources of
A number of Improvements are in
progress at present. The lavatory for the country will be made on north as
far as Cedar City. The report on con
the small boys is being moved to an struction
cannot help but be favorable,
betbuilding,
giving
much
outside
thus
concerning resources It would be
and
ter accommodation for the little tots
counas well as having it much more sani- difficult to find a more desirable
try from a railroad traffic standpoint.
tary.
City the country
The old store room is being remod- From Ibex to Cedar
including
wealth,
abounds
mineral
in
eled and Is being made in five commoand Iron deposits in the
dious rooms for the lady employes. Immense coal
gold, copper and lead propoThis is a much needed change and will north, and
in
sitions
the south' The road, if
be greatly appreciated by those who
built, will be 250 miles in length, con
are to occupy the new quarters.
necting with the main line of the
There are new gutters and down
spouts being put on most of the build- Santa Fe at Ibex, Cal., and the Denver
& Rio Grande at Cedar City; Utah.
ings. The plumbing and trimming Is
"The survey from here to Ibex was
being done by Whitney company.
made a year ago by T. L. Henderson,
The school exhibit, which was at the for Col. F. W. Dunn."
National Teachers' association at Minneapolis last July, has been sent to
Anxious Moments.
Washington, D. C where it will be on
Some of the most anxious hours of a
exhibition in the Indian office during mother's life are those when the little
the session of congress.
ones of the household have the croup
Dr. Wood has gone to ZunI, N. M., to There is no other medicine so effective
take care of the sick in that pueblo, as in this terrible malady as Foley's
an epidemic of diphtheria had broken Honey and Tar. It is a household fav
out among the Indians.
orite for throat and lung troubles, and
Miss M. E. Dissette, the supervising as It contains no opiates or other
teacher of the day schools, has gone poisons it can be Bafely given. Alvara
north to visit the schools in the north- do Pharmacy.

The Cripple Creek & Pueblo, capital
$2,000,0. 0, has been Incorporated to
build from Cripple Creek to Pueblo.
The directors are from Boston, Chi
c
During the fiscal year 1901 the rail- cago and Colorado Springs.
roads of the country hauled1 147,077,-136,04rVsleep Amid Flames.
This is the largest
Breaking Into a blazing home, some
number of tons carried one mile In the
.
history of the railroads.
firemen lately dragged the sleeping inmates from death. Fancied security,
Cut this out and tar.e it to any drug- and death near. It's that way when you
get
sample
Chamberof
gist and
a free
neglect coughs and colds. Don't do It
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the Dr. King's New Discovery for Conbest physic. They cleanse and Invigor- sumption gives perfect protection
ate the stomaca, Improve the appetite against all Throat, Chest and Lung
end regulate the bowels. Regular size Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid suf25c per box.
fering, death and doctor's bills. A
&
stops a late cough, persistent
With the future control and policy of
most stubborn. Harmless and
management of the Louisville & Nash- use and
nice tasting, its guaranteed to satisfy
ville vested In the Atlantic Coast Line, by all druggists.' Price 50c and $1.00.
and having In mind what followed the Trial bottles free.
acquisition by that company of the
o
Plant system, men holding official po- 'General Superintendent Smith, of the
sitions on the ixmlBViile & Nashville New York Central, says of the twenty-hou- r
are wondering what is to become of
train service between New York
them.
and Chicago: "We are more than satisfied. It is making handsome returns,
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea.
and the volume of business is such as
,
Martins-burg"Some years ago, while at
to warrant its continuation."
W. V., I was taken with cholera
morbus, which was followed by diarCured of Piles After 40 Years.
rhoea. The doctor's medicine did me
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had
no good. I was advised to get a bot- the piles for forty years. Doctors and
tle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera dollars could do him no lasting good.
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him
and it cured me sound and well. O. A. permanently.
Invaluable for cuts,
Morris, Embreevllle, Pa. Sold by all burns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, ecdruggists.
zema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other
o
skin diseases. Look for the name
As a result of the present uncertain
on the package all others are
monetary conditions the proposed
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
J. H.
$100,000,000 bond issue of the Southern
O'Reilly ft. Co.; B..H. Brlggs & Co.
Pacific has been Indefinitely postponed. The finance committee have
The Natal government railway pronot as yet decided when to lay the sub- poses to double its main line at the
ject before the board of directors, and cost of $17,000,000. The Cape governmonths will ment railway will spend $1,000,000 on
ik Is expected several
elapse before the first batch of bonds additional equipment and $7,000,000 on
to be authorized under the mortgage the Cape Town terminal.
will be issued.
ASSESSMENT WORK.
A Startling Surprise.
Very few could believe in looking at Six Hundred Claims in Socorro County
Alone to Be Looked After.
A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blackThe annual assessment work on minsmith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
he suffered such tortures from Rheu- ing claims has commenced and It is
matism as few could endure and live. estimated there are 600 claims in SoBut a wonderful change followed his corro county alone on which this work
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles should be done. The law says that
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I $100 worth of work Bhould be done on
have not felt a twinge in over a year." each claim which would mean $60,000
They regulate the Kidneys, purify the worth of work in that county alone. El ern districts.
Miss Mabel Collins and Mrs. Paul J.
blood and cure Rheumatism, Neural- Republicano says there are many men
gia, Nervousness, improve digestion who claim to own from ten to twenty Smith have gone to their home In
and give perfect heauh. Try them. mines who have not the money to do Acoma, where they will resume their
Only 50c at all drug stores.
the work on one claim according to labors among the Indians of that
law and calls on them to allow others pueblo..
nag
buy
to
contracted
The Wabash
to locate their mines so the work can
He Could Hardly Get Up.
the Marietta, Columbus & Cleveland be done and the country developed.
for $400,0d0, and by building a short
P. II. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes,
A Thanksgiving Dinner.
branch connect it with lines bought in
"This is to certify that I have taken
Heavy eating is usually the first I two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and
West Virginia and its seaboard line.
cause of Indigestion. Repeated attacks it has nelped me more man any omer
If you are bilious and seeking advis- Inflame the mucous membranes lining medicine.
I tried many advertised
'
ers,
the stomach, exposes the nerves of the remedies, but none of them gave me
Take DeiWtfs Little Early Risers,
stomach, producing a swelling after sny relief. My druggist recommended
Just before going to bed.
s
eating, heartburn, headache, sour
Foley's Kidney Cure and !t has cured
You will find on the morrow,
and finally catarrh of the stomach. me. Before commencing its use I was
your
sorrow
You are rid of
Kodol relieves the Inflammation, pro- in such a shape that I could hardly
That's all; Just enough said.
tects the nerves and cures the ca- get up when once down." Alvarado
These famous pills do nto gripe, -t tarrh. Kodol cures indigestion, dys- Pharmacy.
g
move the bowels gently and
pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleansSubscribe for the Citizen
the liver. Their tonic effect ing and sweetening the glands of the
gives strength to the glands, prevent- stomach. J. H. O'Reilly ft Co.; B. H.
International Stock Show.
J. H. Briggs & Co.
ing a return of the disorder.
The International Live Stock show
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Brlggs ft Co.
at Chicago opens November 29 and
MRS. GEORGE WEBSTER DEAD.
continues until December 6. Reports
The almost overwhelming volume of
traffic which is crowding over Ameri- For Two Years She and Her Husband from Chicago are that it will be the
greatest show ever held in this coun
Had Lived Near Carlsbad.
can railways has within the last year
Mrs. George H. Webster, Jr.,, died try and probably the greatest in the
or two brought to the front a number
of able men who have developed won- suddenly at the home of her parents in world. Extra cffoits are being made
derful abilities in dealing with the St. Louis. Some few days previous to accommodate the large number of
freight traffic problem. It would be in- her daughter, an infant of only two entries which are greater than ever
vidious to mention a few names. They days, passed away. Mrs. Webster was before. The Burlington Route will
have found means for getting more a Miss Doughaday, daughter of a make a special rate of one fare plus $2
work out of railroad tracks, out of mo- wealthy and promluent St. I.ouis busi- for the round trip for stockmen desir-iuto attend this big show. Tickets
tive power and rolling stock, and have ness man. For the last two years she
evolved new rules for the management resided with her husband on the Vine- will he on sale November 30 and Deof their business which are of value. yard Stock farm south of Carlsbad, cember 1 and 2. Final i.mit leaving
Chicago December 8.
The presidents of many roads have this territory.
ton-mile-

102

the banking business of the
building new branch lines It seems to United States is done on a
as
be getting a typical Rock Island move capital less than one-thir- d
on itself. One after another new pro- large as the assets of The
jects are sprung, and it Is evident that
if there is sufficient money and deter- Mutual Life Insurance Com
mination back of these projects, it will pany of New York.
new
Now

recognized the superior service of
these subordinates and the business
public likewise have recognized that
the greater difficulties in the handling Never
of traffic are bringing to the front men
equal to the emergency.
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LEAD

Northeastern

Paso

System

in connection with
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM
SOUTHERN PACIFIC CO.
Is a
New Solid Through, All Pullman Daily

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
Train Between
STREETS.
GO.
ANGELES-LOS
EI
Automatic Telephone 608.

DEVOE'S

READY

One Gallon covers

- MIXED
JUU

Firt

For Strictly

PAIN

Class Travel

Only.

8quars Feet
Paso to Kansas City
f
El Paso to Chicago
i
38'4 hours El Paso to St. Louis
CGVi hours El Paso to New Yo.k

28 hours El
42i,a hours

TWO COATS

Painter's &uppues 1
?a TAl

7V

w

Passage limited to berth capacity of"
the train about 75 berths.
i!
Dining Car Service all the way
N. B. On the El
system this train stops only at El Paso
Alamogordo, Carrlzozo and Santa Rosa
Fl rrttsia cniwfyp cmfwyp. . . .Gfrafrf
First train leaves El Paso November

LJ

A

.k nr kii ZJ
IS

See the Prices

I

hJ--r,

Tr
--

1

A. N.

says of

aTmaVi

BROWN, G. P. A.

J ELECTRIC

TIios F. Kolelier

k

1

8lngl buggy harness $5.00 to 120.00.
Double buggy harness, (15.00 to (25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
(15.60 to (20.00.
Team harness, (7.50 to (35.00.
Saddles, (7.00 to (40.00.
Boys' saddles, (3.50 to (7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

406 Railroad Ave

4, 1902.
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TRADNS

see the Goods.
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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t

J

Warm Slippers

WHY HESITATE
BUY IT 1MOWI

Fifty Years the Standard

John A. Ross, engine Inspector of
the Santa Fe on this division, is In the
city from Las Vegas.
Miss Hanthorn and Frof. Dl Maura
will play for the dancing after the
concert Thanksgiving night.
John Leniaster, the well known miller of Los Lunas, was In the city last
right on his way to visit his family In
Lies Vegas.
Hon. Silas Alexander, of Socorro, Is
ngaln in the city. He Is one of the attorneys representing the republicans
in the Socorro county election contest.
P. M. Sandoval Is acting as tempers ry bookkeeper for Bachechl & Glo-m- l
in the absence of W. W. McClellan,
who is on a business trip to New York
City.
Hon. W. F. Kuchenbecker and wife,
well known and popular folks of Gallup, are In the city today onybusine8g.
They will probably remain a couple of

You rieed a Warm Winter Suit.

Do You Know

((ays.

Traveling men by the score are coming to Albuquerque at present with
samples of Christmas goods. They report trade unusually brisk all over the
country."
Mrs. Jessie Jaffa, accompanied by
her son, Edgar, left this morning for a
visit with her mother In Baltimore,
$1.25
BLACK OR RED
Md. Mrs. Jaffa expects to be gone
about five weeks. .
90c
WOMEN'S FELT 8LIPPERS, LEATHER SOLES . .
J. W. Crawford and family and Mrs.
.tec
WOMEN'S CLOTH SLIPPERS, LEATHER 80LES
M. K. Porter, from Charleston, on the
Atlantic coast, constitute a party, who
CHILDREN'S RED FELT SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLES. .75c to $1.00
arrived last night and will probably
BABY RED FELT SLIPPERS, WHITE FUR TOP.
...60c
remain during the winter.
Reports from the Pecos forest re
serve have It that deer are very plen
tl ful, owing to the legal protection they
enjoy and that wild turkeys also are
OOOOOODDOOOaOODO0D more abundant than usual.
o
H. W. Kelly, of Las Vegas, is in the
O THANKSGIVING GOOD THINGS O city and Is spending the day with
O George Arnot, who Is the local manag0
er of the wholesale grocery establish
& Co.
Turkey ment of Gross, Kelly
that youj can't do without.
may be King, but we have other luxCITY COUNCIL.
uries that press His Majesty very
closely. We have the best plum pud(Concluded from page one.)
ding, the liest mince meat, raisins,, currants, fruits, and everything needed from sun and dust. It shall be illegal
for a delightful Thanksgiving feast.
to remove any milk receptacles from a
quarantined house until the same has
been boiled in water for a alf hour
and thoroughly sterilized.
No' milk dealer shall be allowed to
Noa. 118 and ZXi Couth Second BC
bottle milk at any place save at his
dairy. This is to prevent the placing
of milk in unsterilized bottles in the
delivery .wagon. A fine of not less
than $10 nor over $100 is to be Imposed
for a violation of this ordinance or In
superON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1, WE WILL OCCUPY THE STORE NO. terference with Inspections. The
vision of all tests and inspections to be
IN ORDER TO
222, SECOND STREET, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.
under the city physician.
The ordinance is very complete, yet
OUR STOCK BEFORE MOVING, WE OFFER FROM NOW UNTIL
are many sections which will unthere
DECEMBER 1, OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF. 6HOES, SLIPPERS, LEGGINGS, doubtedly unaergo a change.
Other business was attended to dur
ETC., AT A UNIFORM DISCOUNT OF 10 PER CENT. AT THESE PRICES
ing the evening, but of not so much im
OF
SHOES.
8UPPLY
IN
YOUR
WINTER'S
LAY
IT WILL PAY YOU TO
portance as the milk question.
Contract for feeding city prisoners
for 15 cents per meal was given to
Payne, colored, to succeed the deceased jailor, Isaac Jackson.
The street committee recommended
the building of a vitrified brick side
LOAN.
MONEY
TO
CITY NEWS.
V
walk on Marquette avenue between
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any Third and Fifth streets, on North WalDally
Citizen.
Subscribe for the
rood security; also househoM goods
Look Into Kleinwort'a market on stored with me; strictly confidential. ter from Railroad avenue to TIJeras,
North Third street. He has the nicest Highest cash price paid for household which was adopted. This is the first
of vitrified brick walks to be ordered
foods. Automatic 'phone 120.
lreb meats in the city.-In afexican Crawn
ork wa art
T.A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue placed in the city.
showing a bis assortment.
Albert
The sidewalk in front of the Casa de
Gentlemen! let us utRe your
Paber, DOS Railroad avenue.
Oro was ordered to be rebuilt to the
linWe carry the largest variety of
now for a new suit. . Our tailoring
oleums and oil cloths In this city. pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency. grade.
A resolution requiring the street rail
305
Albert Fsber,
Railroad svenue.
a
Our Black Cat stockings for men,
Mrs. H. E. Snerman, dressmaker and way to make its tracks conform to the
women and children are the best mon- ladies' tailor. No: 217 South Second street grades, placing eame in middle
of streets, putting in good repair and
ey will buy. They are made of delect- street.
building crossings at many places withed material, dyed with fabi colors and
in sixty days, was adopted.
Subscribe for the Dally Citizen.
have the correct shape. If you want
Mrs. A. 13. Stroup was appointed as
something extra .strong for- your boy
try a pair of our style 25, heavy ribbed
member of the library commission
Don't Fail to Attend the
cotton hose at 26 cents. C. May's popfrom the First ward, to fill vacancy
Grand
of Mrs.
ular priced shoe tore, 208 West Rail
caused by the resignation
""
George W. Johnston.
road avenue. '
.
a
W. V. Wolvin. T. 1. S., Dental Sur
Horns Made Mince Meat
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
To be Given by the
The Farr meat market Is the place
to purchase first class home , made Christopher Colombo Society block. Both 'phones.
o
mince meat. Will cell from one pound
Kansas City meats. San Jose Mar- to a ton. It is first class try some.
.at
ket.
$1.25
FELT SLIPPERS, LEATHER SOLE
ROMEOS,
$1.50
MEN'S FELT
LEATHER SOLE
WOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP, BELTING-LEATHESOLES, GREEN, RED OR BLACK
$1.50
WOMEN'S FELT JULIETTES, FUR TOP, LEATHER SOLES,
MEN'S

L. BELL & CO.

SALE OF SHOES..

..REMOVAL

E

T. MUENSTERMAN

-

COLOMBO HALL

'

The Rico Caf a serves the best meals
la the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short Wednesday Evening,
orders. 6 cents vp, 111 North First

street

'
1

.

o
MONUMENTS.

sable work
Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor
aer Fifth street and Railroad avenue
H. Q. MAURINO.
All kinds of stone and

II au

llUli

00U

TICKETS $1.00

Admitting Gentleman and Ladies.
TOXEY MORELLI.
ANGELO PARENTI,"
AMEDEO MATTEUCCI,
Committee In Charge.

Seasonable
v-

pound.

Blue Point oysters.
ket.

San Jose

Awarded
Hfehsst Honors World's Fair.
Hishss Tests EJ, S, Gov't Chemists
Those who attend the concert on
Thanksgiving night will have In addition to other fine numbers the pleasure
of hearing 'the "Toreador Song" from
Carmen, sung by Mr. Thomas, whose
singing delights all who hear him.
The A. O. U. W. ball at their hall on
Thanksgiving eve, November 26. The
best and finest music. Everybody invited.
o

fine line of Heavy Under,

wear.
Heavy Grey Fleeced,
$1.00 per suit
Heavy Ribbed Black, $1.25 per

Extra

suit

Natural Wool, heavy, only $2.50
4 per suit
Grey Ribbed, an extra fine
garment, $3.00 per suit
A Fine Mercerized Ribbed Underwear, the best on the market, $5.50 per suit
Stockinett Office Coats, $5.50.

8 up to $25

.

FRISCO SHOE SHOP.
RELIABLE GOODS AT LOWEST Get your shoes repaired at the Frisco
POSSIBLE PRICES.
shoe shop. Best material and work25c manship
Men's fine wool socks
guaranteed ' at,, reasonable
Heavyweight hose for boys, "Black
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor25c ner Fourth street.
Cat"
We show as nice a stock of Calio
Excellent Dinners.
fornia Blankets as can be found
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Secin town, $3.50, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00,
$9.00 ond street, upstairs, has an established
$8.00
75c reputation for' first class dinners, famHeavyweight Canton Blankets
ily style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, prolarge Invoice
We are Just openlng-prietress. of Men's Gloves, the reliable kind,
o
$1.35
25 to
Notice Is given that half of your
We know that we sell them on a
will be due December 1. Pay up
smaller margin ,t pt profit than is taxes
now
avoid the penalty.
and
usually made on this line.
o
We carry a very nice line of under
Miss Heimbeck's concert at Colomwear.
bo hall, Thanksgiving night November
See our stock of padlocks, 8c to. ... .25c 27.
15c
Bulk tacks, per pound, 10c and
Home Made Mince Meat
'.
50c
Mortise door locks
The Farr meat market is the place
butt hinges, bright steel.. 14c
50c to purchase first class home made
Cast steel hammers
meat. Will sell from one pound
Highest grade of ham
17c tomince
a ton. It is first class try some.
25c
pound tin
Runkel's Cocoa,
Diamond G" high patent flour
GENTLEMEN!
$1.25
made at Lamar, Colorado
Call and examine our new fall sam25c
pounds soda crackers
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
THE MAZE.
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Btyle, price and quality, compels
you to be our customer.
10c
Music 10c.
Hall & I.earnard now have on sale Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Second Street
the complete line of standard sheet
music contained in the Gem Catalogue
of the National Music company. Call
or write for a free catalogue. It will
rave you time and money.
Jersey Bull
Three
'

i

sinvnoN
STERN.
The R. R. Ave. Clothier,
E. J. POST

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

hardware;

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal 'Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
and Cook Stoves
REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

MAKES OF

THE MOST

STOVES

COMPETENT

8T0VES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP.

GOOD WORK.

3V&-inc- h

JER8BY BULLS

MUSIC
o

10o

Mar-

Mrs. Russell Lyman, after a pleasant
visit of ten weeks with her sister, Mrs,
John Ollphant, returned to her home
in Geneva, Neb., last night.
TEXT case oysters, the only bulk

10c

Music

FOR

If interested, address

Testing Defective

MUSIC
o

OLECKLKR'S DAIRY.
0. W.

10c.

Hall & l.eainard now have on sale
the complete line of standard sheet
music contained in the Genj Catalogue
of the National Music company. Call
or write for a free catalogue. It will
t ave you time and money.
10c

One of Our Instruments

for sale.

It Costs Nothing

to have your eyes thoroughly examined. Twelve years of experience as re- fractlonist and frame fitter with A. S.
Aloe company, St. Louis, Mo. With B.
Ruppe.
A. A. WINTERER,
307 West Railroad Ave.

San

nasnawmoBBaMMMmHBBiMBBi

full-blood- ed

10c.

.

U oysters nt to eat; tney are not em

We are better prepared
than ever before with a

Notice.
.
To whom it may concern:
I have this day sold all of my Inter
est in the Whltson Music company to
Emma C. Whltson, who will collect ac
counts and debts due and owing by
the said Whltson Music company, and
settle all liabilities thereof.
A. D. WHITSON.
Albuquerque, Nov. 11, 1902.

o
Place your order now and be sure
Orders taken for every known make
of receiving one of the San Jose Mar- of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
ket's blue ribbon turkeys for
Hardware confiny.

Fresh fish San Jose Market.

jf

Underwear

4

-

o

Finnan baddies, 15c
Jose Market.

We are always the first to show the best
and the newest in the market and have exclusive patterns.
And, that when you buy your suit here
you et SUPERIOR QUALITY along
with the LOWEST PRICES.
Suits range in price from

I

Thanksgiving EvcBall

.

that ve are better
prepared' to give

We can give you any style and every cut.
We can fit you properly, perfectly, and
according to the latest designs.
x.

..............

J

.'

you more genuine satisfaction in your Winter
Suit purchasing than we have ever been able
to give before. Because
We have the largest
and most
complete line of Winter Suits that has ever
been placed on sale in New Mexico.

.

for Men, Women ariU Children, They are
neat looking, comfortable and just what
you want to enjoy your evenings at home

,

STRONG

Eye Sight

& SONS,

Undertakers

S. T. VANN, Doctor of Optics

and

...In Charge of...

Embalmers
20 Years' Experience In

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
this City

10c.

201-21-

NOTICE TO HOUSEKEEPERS.

1

North Second
BOTH PHONES.

Those who have not used the famous "Empress" - and "Moses
Best" flours the best madean
secure a sample each FREE at
the French bakery. No. 213 West
Call and get
Railroad avenue.
your sample sack.

St

S. T.

VANN & SON,

Prop's

2 Doors North Postoffice
BOTH 'PHONES.....

balmed with chemical preservatives;
they are not watersoaked and taste
less. Patent case oyfcters are absolutely pure, clean aud fresh; they have the
havor; they taste Just like oysters on
the half shell. Pretty stood reasons why
S0 per cent of the oysters sold In Al
On diamonds, watches or any pood
buquerque are Patent case oysters.
They can be obtained only from the security. Great bargains in watches
of every description.
&an Jose Market.

MONEYIOLOANX

Richard Punu, a wel known citizep
of northern New Mexico, is in the territorial metropolis today on business. ,

Albuquerquejiardware Company

A. H. YANOW

2o9

South Second street, a few doors
north of postofflce.

Builders' and General Hardvare

all-wo-

-

E.

...

A

L

...

WASHBURN

,

Now is the time to order your
Really good
Thanksgiving turkey.
turkeys are scarce this year, but by
ordering from three different points
in Kansas we are sure ct receiving an
adequate supply of fresh dressed,
country fed turkeys. By ordering now
vou Ket the nick ot our pick. That
means a goqd deal in quality. Our turkeys will all be dry picked and heads
and feet off. We will also have fat
geese, ducks and chickens. We guarantee satisfaction. Order now. San
Jose Market

M. UUJNJNlrt
J. Osteopath
DR.The Pioneer
c? iw
Cures by the

of Osteopathy
Science
Diseases Which are Known as
All

curable.
21-2- 3

HERDERS
HINERS

.

Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.

Office:

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

Mexico

N

Whiting Block

r

TENTS

WALL

WEDGE

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES,
.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE.

